


100 Mile Individual / Corporate Endurance 

Challenge & Relay Ultra Marathon 

Supporting recovery from mental illness 

Breaking the cycle of homelessness 

Bogong National Park 

Saturday 28 - Monday 30 March 2009 

Mind has more than 30 years experience supporting people 

recovering from a severe mental illness to rebuild their lives, 

reconnect with their families, friends and the community and 

rediscover a purpose in life. Most importantly recovery is possible. 

Mind supports people so that they don't have to do it on their own. 

Mental illness is not a life sentence - show that you care. 
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Join in the running of the second 100mile 

(160km) Mind Alpine Skyrun in the spec

tacular Bogong National Park. Taking in 

some of Victoria's best High Country, with 

over 6,000 metres of ascent and descent, 

this run is the classic 100mile mountain 

run. It will test runners to the limit as it 

traverses some of the hardest and most 

exposed areas of the Australian Alps. 

Register at www.mindaustralia.org.au For further information; pashton@mindaustralia.org.au 
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Editorial 

The last few months has produced 
Australia's best ever representation 
on the international stage. With 
generous sponsorship from "The 
North Face", 2XU and Sportsnet 
Holidays along the untiring efforts 
of Ian Cornelius and Robert Boyce. 

The Australian team, known as "The 
North Face Emus", performed with 
great aplomb at the IAU 24 Hour 
Championships in Korea while 2XU 
and Sportsnet Holidays were gener
ous team sponsors, along with Jo 
Blake's fundraising efforts, for the 
100 Kilometre Championships 
in Italy. 

Amongst the many fine 
Australian performances, 
Martin Fryer's efforts built 
upon his already impressive 
record. So much so, that 
he has been invited to the 
Surgeres 48 Hour invitation 
only event in France next 
year. With only 12 male 
and female positions avail
able, this event is effec
tively a world championship 
and reflects the esteem in 
which Martin is held inter
nationally. 

In 2009, the IAU 24 Hour 
Championships will be held 
in the Italian city of Berga
mo on May 2nd and 3rd with 
the 100 Kilometre Champi
onships on June 19th taking 
place in Torhout, Belgium. 
Given that the 100 kilometre event 
is relatively early, the Coburg Harri
ers have agreed to add a 100km op
tion to their six hour event in March, 
thus providing a qualifying opportu
nity to potential team members. 
Queensland's Historical Village 
12 Hour event is also another excel
lent qy9Jjfying opportunity. 

Gibraltar will host the reinstated 
IAU 50 Kilometre Trophy Race at 
a date to be set later in the year 
while the IAU Trail Challenge will be 
run in conjunction with France's 68 
kilometre Trail Des Cerces on July 
12th. 

Ian Cornelius and Robert Boyce have 
put many hours into the construc
tion of the 2009 AURA calendar. 
New events are always encouraging 
to see so make sure you support the 
Narrabeen 100km/12hr on Sydney's 
northern beaches, the Yurrebilla 

Trail in the Adelaide Hills and the 
Six Hour Track race in the Apple 
Isle's city of Launceston. 

It doesn't seem long ago that 100 
mile trail races were an exclusive 
American domain. Looking across 
Australia, we have a healthy selec
tion of our own. The large turnout 
at the Great North Walk event re-

cently highlights their growing pop
ularity. 

Also growing to become a truly 
iconic event is the Coast to Koscius
ko race which attracted a large and 
high quality field. This race is on 
track to becoming Australia's next 
'Westfield Run" 

Amongst our solo runners, Vlastik 
Skvaril has completed his 5,768km 
journey across Australia while Deb
orah De Williams is still going strong 
in her trek around our nation. 

The highly anticipated Mel
bour ne-Sydney- B r i  sba n e 
"The Ultra" scheduled for 
2009 has been unavoidably 
postponed but is expected 
to be rescheduled to a 201 0 
date. 

Phil Essam has passionately 
devoted much of his time 
to developing a very exten
sive website at www.ultra
legends.com In particular, 
Phil has been very thorough 
in building the "history" link. 
The site is comprehensive, 
easy to navigate, newsy, up 
to the minute and bulging 
with past and present ultra 
information. This site replac
es the old site previously at 
http: //planetultramarathon. 
wordpress.com/ 

Everything to do with AURA 
can be accessed as usual at www. 
aura.asn.au 
More domestic ultra information 
is at www.ultraoz.com while all 
international news is available at 
www.iau-ultramarathon.org 

"The North Face Emus': perrormed with great aplomb at the 
/AU 24 Hour Championships In Korea" 
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Current ustralian Ultra 

IIH 

An Official publication of the Australian Ultra Runners' Association Inc. (Incorporated in Victoria). 

This calendar contains races provisionally sanctioned by AURA for 2008. Those races so sanctioned will be eligible for 
the AURA aggregate points competition for 2008 It is anticipated that further information concerning AURA please 
visit www.aura.asn.au or call AURA on 0408 527 391. 

Saturday 10, Sunday 11 Jan. NARRABEEN ALL NIGHTER [NSW] 
100km and 12 hour. Certified 100km course on bike paths. Contact; Ron Schwebel on 0415 669 464 or email: 
rschwebel@bigpond.com . Website: http: //www.aura.asn.au/NarrabeenAllNighter.html 

Sunday 11 Jan AURA BOGONG TO MT HOTHAM (VIC) 
64km tough mountain trail run, with 3,000m of climb.42 km, 35 km and 25 km options also available. 6:15am start at 
Mountain Creek Picnic Ground near Mt Beauty. Discount for Aura members .Contact: Race Director Michael Grayling, 
phone 0433 420 530 or Paul Monks, phone 0402 852 566 email: paulmonks@gmail.com For more information go to 
www.aura.asn.au/BogongtoHotham.html 

Sunday 25 Jan EASTERN TREE SERVICE MANSFIELD TO MOUNT BULLER 50KM ROAD RACE (VIC) 
6am Start. Discount for Aura members. Race Director is Robert Boyce contact: Robert 0417 557 902 
email: rboyce@easterntrees.com For more information go to www.aura.asn.au/MansfieldtoBuller.html 

Saturday 7 Feb CRADLE MOUNTAIN ULTRA (TAS) 
6am start at Waldheim, Cradle Valley at the northern end of Cradle Mountain/Lake St.Clair National Park, finishes at 
Cynthia Bay at southern end of the park. approx. 82km of tough mountain trail running with lots of bog! Discount for 
Aura members.contact: Alec Hove. telephone 03 62 234 456 fax 03 62 234 660 email: ahove@hoveandhalys.com.au 
For more information go to www.aura.asn.au/CradleMtnToLakeStClair.html 

Sat-Sun 7-8 Feb. CABOOLTURE HISTORICAL VILLAGE DUSK TO DAWN 12/6 HOUR (QLD) 
Run on the 500 metre gravel track at the Caboolture Historical Village, this unusual event starts at Dusk on the 
Saturday and finishes at Dawn on the Sunday. Contact: Geoff Williams, email: gjcarpet@caboolture.net.au Website 
http: //www. aura. asn. au/CabooltureHV. html 

Sunday 15 Feb. AURA MAROONDAH DAM TRAIL RUN 30/50KM 
50 km race around the Maroondah Dam, Healesville, Vic with 30km option. 
Contact Robert Boyce on 0417 557 902 
E mail rboyce@easterntrees.com For more information go to www.aura.asn.au/AURADamTrailRun.html 

Sunday 22 Feb LAUNCESTON SIX HOUR TRACK RACE [ TAS] 
6am start at the Launceston Athletic Club. Contact David Brelsford at dbrelsford@hotmail.com 
Website at: http:/ /www.launcestonathleticclub.com/6hourrace/ 

Saturday 14 March. SIX FOOT TRACK MARATHON [NSW] 
45KM MOUNTAIN RUN. 8am start. Katoomba to Jenolan Caves. Approx. 800 runners. Incorporating the AURA Na
tional Trail Championships. www.sixfoot.com or Kevin Tiller raceorganiser@sixfoot.com 

Sunday 15 March COBURG SIX HOUR TRACK RUN/WALK AND 100KM TRACK RACE [VIC] 
Held at the Harold Stevens Athletic Track. Contact Tim Erickson on 0412 257 496 or 03 9012 5431 
melbpc.org.au More information at www.coburgharriers.org.au 
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Sat 28 March to Sun 29 March AUSTRALIAN ALPINE 100 MILE (VIC) 
100 MILS and 100 km Alpine run in the Victorian Alps. Commences at 0300 at Harrietville in Victoria. For more infor
mation contact Paul Ashton on 0418 136 070 or email paul.ashton56@tpg.com.au For more information go to www. 
aura.asn. au/ AustralianAlpine1 00miler. html 

Sun 5 April FRANKSTON TO PORTSEA ROAD RACE (VIC) 
34 miler (55km). 7am start corner of Davey St. and Nepean Highway, Frankston. Block of chocolate for every finisher! 
Own support needed. The oldest established ultra in Australia, first run in 1973. contact: Kevin Cassidy by phone 
0425-733-336. email: kc130860@hotmail.com Visit www.ultraoz.com/frankston 

Sun April 19 ASICS CANBERRA MARATHON AND ULTRA (ACT) 
42.2km & 50km, 7am, Telopea Park High School, Canberra contact: Dave Cundy. email: cundysm@ozemail.com. 
au. Visit www.canberramarathon.com.au for more details. 

Sunday April 19 WATER WORLD GREAT OCEAN RUN (NSW) 
Red Rock to Coff's Jetty Beach and Headland. 45km. 6.30am dst start at northern end of Red Rock Beach. Finish at 
Coffs Harbour Jetty. Course survey from 2.00p.m. dst at Arrawarra Headland on Saturday 29th March followed by 
carbo load at Pizza Place Woolgoolga at 7.00pm. dst. Entry fee (payable to Woolgoolga Fun Run) $10.00 (or $15.00 
on the day). Contact Steel Beveridge 3 B Surf St, Emerald Beach, 2456 or phone 02 6656 2735 or email steelyn@hot. 
net.au For more information go to www.aura.asn.au/WaterWorld_RR2CH.html 

Sat - Sun April 18 - 19 COBURG 24 HOUR CARNIVAL [VIC] 
Held at the Harold Stevens Athletic Track. Offering a 24 hour run and walk, 12 hour run and walk and various relay 
categories. Includes the Victorian 24 Hour Track Championships and the Australian Centurion Walk. Contact Tim 
Erickson on 0412 257 496 or 03 9012 5431 email: terick@melbpc.org.au More information at www.coburgharri
ers.org.au 

Sat 25 April WILSONS PROM 100KM ULTRAMARATHON (VIC) 
100km, 80km, 60km, 43km, 20km. Starts at 6am from Norman Bay Car park - Tidal River, Wilson's 
Prom. contact: Paul Ashton on 0418 136 070. email: paul.ashton56@tpg.com.au For more information go to www. 
aura. asn. au/WilsonsProm 100. html 

Saturday 2 May. THE WILD ENDURANCE 100KM TRAIL RACE [NSW]. 
Run through the spectacular Blue Mountains. Contact: 02 9282 9553 Website: http://www.wildendurance.org.au 

Sunday 10 May WALHALLA WOUND UP TRAIL RUNS (VIC) 
50km, 37km, 19km. Trail Runs from Walhalla's Star Hotel starting at 8am contact: Bruce Salisbury 03 5174 9869. 
Visit www.traralgonharriers.org 

Sunday 10 May BANANA COAST ULTRA MARATHON 85 km (NSW) 
Grafton Post Office to Coff's Harbour Hotel 85km, with a shorter 58 km option being from Coffs to Nana Glen (58 
kms). Own support vehicle / driver required. contact: Steel Beveridge via phone (02) 6656-2735 (home) or (02) 
6654-1500 (work) or 3B Surf Street, Emerald Beach, NSW 2456. email: steelyn@hot.net.au. For more information go 
to www.aura.asn.au/CoffsToGrafton.html 

Saturday 16 May to Sunday 17 May THE NORTH FACE 100 (NSW) 
A 100km trail running event in the World Heritage listed Blue Mountains open to individuals and teams of 2 (50km 
each). This is one spectacular course that allows any runner whatever his/her level to push their own limits contact: 
Diane Chanut email: diane@arocsport.com.au. Ph. 0406 659 971 

Sunday 17 May. BUNBURY 50KM ROAD RACE [WA]. 
Run in conjunction with the Bunbury Marathon. Contact: Sharon Wright on 08 97911584 
Websit�WJ1ttp: //bunburyrunnersclub. mysouthwest. com. au 

Sunda J,me Gold Coast 100 Supermarathon. Incorporating the National 100km championships. 50 km option. 
Tel o4os'si?,,}91 or visit WWW. goldcoast100.com 
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Saturday - Sunday 27-28. SRI CHINMOY NATIONAL 24 HOUR CHAMPIONSHIP [QLD] 
6-12-24 Hours. University of Queensland Athletic Centre. Brisbane. offical 400 metre artificial surface purpose-built 
athletics track. AURA 24 hour championships, IAU labeling, qualifying race for IAU 24 hr World Challenge. 
Race organiser: David Rogan. email david_rogan@goldenboat.net Tel. 0435 201 805 
More information at http:/ /www.srichinmoyraces.org/au/events/24hour/ 

Fri 31July to Sun 2 August NATIONAL 48HR CHAMPS + 24HR QLD CHAMPIONSHIPS 
With 6, 12 & 24 hour options. Starts 0900 Friday & finishes 0900 Sunday. Caboolture Historical Village, Caboolture, 
Qld. IAU labeling, selection race for IAU 24 hr World Challenge. Contact: Geoff Williams, ph 0412 789741 or email 
gjcarpet@caboolture.net.au 

Sunday 23 August. TAN ULTRA RUN 100km and 52km 
Run around the Melbourne's famous Tan Track at the Kings Domain. Start time is 7am. 
Start-Finish at the "Pillars of Wisdom" adjacent to Alexander Avenue. Contact: Nick Thompson, ph 03 9889 7463, 
mob 0400 332 155 Email: nickthompson@optusnet.com.au 

Sunday 27 Sept. YURREBILLATRAIL 56KM [SA] 
Amongst the beautiful Adelaide Hills. Contact David Close at david.close@flinders.edu.au or 08 8278 4337 
Website: http:/ /www. sarrc. asn. au /yurrebilla. html 

Sunday 4 October TAMBORINE TREK, GOLD COAST 62 km (QLD) 
From the Girl Guides Hall in Ferry Street, Nerang to the top of Mt Tamborine and back. Half forest trails, half bitu
men. Starts at 0600. BBQ at finish. contact: Paul Chamberlain email: elly.paul@hotmail.com. Phone: 0407 755 478 

Sunday 11 Oct. BRIBIE BEACH BASH. 46KM AND SHORTER OPTIONS [QLD]. 
Contact Geoff Williams at gjcarpet@caboolture.net.au or 0412 789 741 
Website: http:/ /www.aura.asn.au/BribieBeachBash.html 

Sat-Sun 7-8 November THE GREAT NORTH WALK 100S (NSW) 
Distance: 100 Mile and 100 Kilometre. Event Time: 6:00am. Location of race: Teralba on the NW shores of Lake Mac
quarie, 153km north of Sydney and 25km west of Newcastle. : There are no marshals on the course and all runners 
will need to be self sufficient. Contact: Dave Byrnes. email: byrnesinoz@yahoo.com 
Telephone 0428 880784 For more information go to www.aura.asn.au/GNW100.html 

Saturday 28 November BRUNY ISLAND JET TY TO LIGHTHOUSE 64 KM ( Tas) 
Ferry to the start and then run the length of the Island with stunning ocean scenery. Contact Paul Risley on 0427 517 
737 or email riz5@netspace.net.au or visit www.dreamwater.org.au/ultr.html 

Saturday 5 December MT FEATHERTOP SKYRUN 58 KM (Vic) }/ 
At Mt Feathertop nar Mt Hotham in the Victorian Alps. Starts at 0600 hrs. Contact Paul Ashton on 03 9885 8115 qr 
mobile 0418 136 070 or email paul.ashton56@tpg.com.au For more information go to www.aura.asn.a4/ ···· eatb-
ertopSkyrun. html 
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Sunday 13 December KURRAWA TO DURANBAH 8: BACK 50 KMS (QLD) 
It starts from Kurrawa Park, Broad-beach on the Gold Coast and runs south along the Gold Coast beachfront to 
Duranbah. Contact: . email: Visit the website for more details. contact: Ian Cornelius by phone (07) 5537- 8872 or 
mobile 0408-527-391. email: icorneli@bigpond.net.au. Visit www.goldcoast100.com for more details. 

Fri - Sun 11 - 13 December COAST TO KOSCIUSKO [NSW] 
240 kilometres from sea level to the highest point in Australia. 
Contact Paul Every on 02 9482 8276 or email peverydweaver@hotmail.com 
More information at www.aura.asn.au/c2k.html 

Sunday 20 December SIX INCH MARATHON 45KM (WA) 
45 km trail run at North Dandalup WA. Starts at 0430 hrs. Contact Dave Kennedy 08 9885 7025 
davidk1998@hotmail.com For more information go to www.aura.asn.au/SixlnchTrack.html 

AURA reserves to right to modify this calendar at its sole discretion 
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Mind Alpine Skyrun 

100 Mile Individual/ Corporate Endurance Challenge & Relay 
Ultra Marathon 

Supporting recovery from mental illness 
Breaking the cycle of homelessness 

0430 Saturday 28 - 0430 Monday 30 March 2009 

The Event: The second 100 mile 
(160Km) Mind Alpine Skyrun Ultra 
Marathon is set to be run over 
28 - 30 March in the Bogong National 
Park. Taking in over 6,000 metres of 
climb and 6,000 metres of descent, 
this run is set to become the classic 
100 miler mountain trail run in 
Australia and will test runners to the 
limit. The run, set in the spectacular 
high country of north eastern 
Victoria takes in; Mt Feathertop, 
Mt Hotham, The Fainters, Bogong 
Village, Spione Kopje, Mt Nelse 
and Victoria's highest mountain, 
Mt Bogong - some of the best high 
country in Australia, and some of 
the hardest and most exposed. 

In 2006, four experienced runners 
attempted to run the course but 
were stopped by unseasonal snow. 
Running in pairs, two runners 
pulled out at Mt Nelse after taking 
17.5 hours to complete 60km and 
two other runners turned back at 
3am in calf deep snow and white 
out conditions on the approach to 
Mt Bogong. In 2007 the run was 
cancelled when bushfires devastated 
over 1,000,000 acres of pristine 
wilderness, including the Bogong 
National Park. In 2008, five runners 
attempted to complete the run 
and for the first time the distance 
was covered with three runners 
completing the distance in 42 hours 
running, in perfect conditions. 

If you're looking for something 
different, if you want a fantastic 
run, great scenery, unpredictable 
weather and to push yourself to 
the limits, whilst raising money 
to support people who are not as 
fortunate as yourself, the Mind 
Alpine Skyrun 100 is for you. 

The Mind Alpine Skyrun 100, is 
a mutual support run, it is not 
a race in the traditional sense. 
For safety reasons runners must 
offer assistance to other runners 
in distress and relay runners must 
compete in teams of 2. Runners and 
are responsible for their own safety 
and assume full liability for their 
participation. 

The event offers a range of 
challenges; 
Endurance Challenge - individual 
runners who complete the entire 
course in under 48 hours. 
Relay Challenge - running in pairs, 
up to 6 runners in a team attempt 
to complete the course in under 48 
hours. All runners have a mandatory 
overnight stop at either Big River or 
Cleve Cole Hut on Mt Bogong and 
must carry mandatory overnight 
gear for approximately 50km. 

This is an arduous course with 6 
major climbs that take a cumulative 
toll. The run takes place in an 
exposed Alpine environment that 

ULTRA 
MARATHON 
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can be subject to sudden and severe 
changes in weather. Hot sunny days 
as well as rain, fog, high winds, sleet 
and snow can occur during March. 
This is not a run to be taken 
lightly - people have died walking 
and skiing the course that the run 
follows. Hypothermia is a serious 
risk and runners must be prepared 
for any weather conditions. 

The Mind Alpine Skyrun 100 should 
only be attempted by experienced 
trail runners / rogainers with 
good navigation experience. As 
a minimum, Endurance runners 
attempting the course must have 
successfully completed at least 
one organized trail ultra marathon 
/ 12 hour rogaine in the previous 
6 months. Relay team runners 
must have experience in running 
trails and all participants must 
have experience in walking / 
running in cold climate conditions 
and navigating at night and in 
adverse conditions. All runners 
are responsible for arranging their 
own support crews who meet 
runners at pre designated stops. 
Runners must carry mandatory 
overnight equipment from Bogong 
Village over Mt Bogong and on to 
Watchbed Creek Carpark. There 
is a compulsory overnight stop at 
Cleve Cole Hut I Big River for safety 
reasons. Support is not available at 
either of these stops. 

Entry Fee Non sponsored Endurance Runners 
Non sponsored Relay Teams 

$150 per person 

Corporate Sponsored Endurance Runners 
Corporate Sponsored Relay Teams 

$900 per team, up to 6 
$1,000 per person 
$2,000 per team, up to 6 

All runners and support crew are asked to raise, in addition to their entry fee, a minimum 
of $1,000 which goes to support people recovering from mental illness and people who 
are homeless or at risk of homelessness, (see sponsorship / donations) 

Cost Inclusions 

All participants receive a certificate of participation / completion. 
All runners will be provided with a TracMe Locator Beacon. 
All finishers who complete the distance within 48 hours receive an Alpine Skyrun Medallion or Belt Buckle (to 
be finalised). 
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Alpine Skyrun race information continued •••• 

All runners receive an official Alpine Skyrun T-Shirt. 
All Corporate teams I runners who raise $1,000 or more per entrant in addition to the entry 
fee, receive an official Alpine Skyrun running top for each runner and an official Alpine Skyrun 
T-Shirt for each support crew member, as well as a signed framed running top for display at their 
office. 

ULTRA 
MARATHON 

AUSTRl,llA 

All non sponsored runners who raise $1,000 or more in addition to their entry fee receive an official Alpine Skyrun 
running top and an official T-Shirt for their support crew. 

Event Stages 

Stage 1 Harrietville - Mt Feathertop Diamintina Spur - Tawonga Huts 28km Change over 
Stage 2 Tawonga Huts - Fainter F/T - Bogong Village 18km Change over 
Stage 3 Bogong Village - Warby Corner - Big River /Cleve Cole Hut } 18 - 28km No Change over 

Big River / Cleve Cole Hut - Warby Corner - Watchbed Ck C/P} 23 - 33km Change over 
Stage 4 Watchbed Ck C/P - Pole 333 - Mt Loch C/P 31km Change over 
Stage 5 Mt Loch C/P - Harrietville 16km Finish 
Caution: The course is not marked. If you do not know the course and have trouble navigating, do not enter tMs 
event. There is a Mandatory Overnight Stop on the Saturday night at either Big River Campground or Cleve Cole Hut. 

For further information or to register for the Mind Alpine Skyrun 100 - contact: 
Paul Ashton ph: 03 9455 7906 (w) 0418 136 070 (m) email; pashton@mindaustralia.org.au 

Launceston Six Hour Track Race 

Early next year the Launceston Athletic Club will be hosting a new event for "serious runners" at the 
Northern Athletics Centre running track in the suburb of St. Leonards. This will be the inaugural Launces
ton six hour track race and will provide Tasmanian and mainland runners with a new opportunity to enjoy 

long distance running, on the lovely island of Tasmania. 
Local organizer Dave Brelsford is happy to report that there is already keen interest among runners to par

ticipate. 
Renowned Tasmanian long distance runner Vlastik Skvaril will be a starter in the race and Dave is delighted 

that his old friend Vlastik will be there. 
"Vlastik will definitely give our event a higher profile" says Dave. 

"He has run around Tasmania; from Southern Tassie to the tip of Cape York; and from West to East Austral
ia on various occasions to raise money for charity. He is a great ambassador for running. I am very pleased 

that he is coming along to give a boost to this new event." 
Dave decided to organize the 6 hour race after his experiences competing in a similar event in Coburg, 

Victoria, last March. 
"Then I ran in a 12 hour at Coburg in April and said 'Yes! We need something like this in Tasmania.' 

Dave says that as far as he knows this may be the first race of its kind in Tasmania, and if the event proves 
to be a success Dave will possibly include a 12 hour event in 2010. 

"But one thing at a time!" he says. "Right now it's just a 6 hour race. And there's a relay section too, 
where teams of three can run two hours each. I'm hoping for some good entrants for that!" 

Mainland runners should allow a little more time for their trip if possible, so that they can explore lovely 
Launceston and Northern Tasmania at least. 

The event will start at 6 a.m. and finish at mid-day on Sunday 22 February 2009. 
"Hopefully it won't be too hot" says Dave. "And it will be a good hit-out for serious runners who want to 

make their mark in the higher profile 6 and 24 hour races in Coburg a few weeks later.'' 
Full details of the event can be found at www.launcestonathleticclub.com/6hourrace or by contacting 

Dave on dbrelsford@hotmail.com 
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CATEGORY 

Category 1 

Ultra Points 

Category 2 -
bonus points 
for placings 

Category 3 -
bonus points 
for records 
(see note 7) 

Category 4 -
bonus points 
for IAU 
benchmarks 

Category 5 -
bonus points 
for race 
organisation 
and support 

AURA Points Score Competition 

NO.OF 

POINTS 

1 

2 

3 

2 

3 

2 

1 

3 

10 

5 

20 

20 

10 

10 

10 

5 

3 

HOW THE POINTS SYSTEM WORKS 

AWARDED FOR 

Event between 

42.2km and 60km 

Event between 

61km and120km 

Events 121km and 
above 

Each 100km 

1st place 

2nd place 

3rd place 

Breaking a National 
Age Record 

Breaking a National 
Open Record 

Breaking a World 
Age Record 

Breaking a World 
Open Record 

Achieving IAU 
Level 1 benchmark 

Achieving IAU 
Level 2 benchmark 

Achieving IAU 
eligibility 

Race Director 

Assistant Race 
Director 

Volunteer 

EXPLANATION 

Each competitor receives one point for each ultra in which they 
start where they travel between 42.2km and 60km 

Each competitor receives two points for each ultra in which they 
start where they travel between 61 km and 120km 

Each competitor receives three points for each ultra in which 
they start where they travel 121 km and above 

Distances achieved in eligible events may be accumulated. Two 
points shall be earned for each 100km completed within the 
calendar year. Performances of less than 42.2 km will be 
ignored. 

To be eligible the race must be an ultra race sanctioned by 
AURA as shown in the AURA race calendar. These points are 
awarded for men's placings and for women's placings. If a 
National championship then these points are doubled (note 6). 

Breaking a National Age Record entitles a person to 3 points in 
addition to any points earned in Categories 1 & 2. For purposes 
of this competition, age group records start at 40 and Over. 

Breaking a National Open Record entitles a person to 10 points 
in addition to any points earned in Categories 1 & 2. 

Breaking a World Age Record entitles a person to 5 points in 
addition to any points earned in Categories 1 and 2. 

Breaking a World Open Record entitles a person to 20 points in 
addition to any points earned in Categories 1 and 2. 

(a) 100km road - sub 7 hrs for men; sub 8:30 for women 

(b) 24 hr track - 240km+ for men; 220km+ for women 

(a) 100km road - sub 7:30 for men; sub 9:00 for women 

(b) 24 hr track - 220+ for men; 200+ for women 

50 km road - men 3:20 women 3:50 

Organising and directing an ultramarathon race. Points awarded 
for up to 2 races per year. If competing as well, points will not be 
awarded for competing. 

Assisting in organising and directing an ultramarathon race. 
Points awarded for up to 2 races per year. If competing as well, 
points will not be awarded for competing. 

Volunteer assistance at an ultramarathon race on race day. 
Assistance must be to the race in general, not to a specific 
runner(s). 

Prizes: 1st to 10th place .... yet to be determined 
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Category 1 Category 2 Category 3 Category 4 Category 5 Total 

Surname First Name 120+ 60+ <60 E'ts km Pis #1st #2nd #3rd Pis Aust W'ld Pis L1 L2  Elig Pts RD AR V Pts Points 

Boyce Robert 4 5 5 17 1377.308 53 2 1 1 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 23 85 

Cook Kim 2 7 5 16 1187.973 47 4 2 2 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 6 71 

Cochrane Tim 3 3 3 9 1040.850 38 3 2## 2 19 0 0 0 0 0 1 10 0 0 0 0 67 

Gamble Malcolm 2 9 2 14 1160.403 48 2 3 2# 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 66 

Marshall Kelvin 2 6 7 15 1194.056 47 4 2 2# 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 66 

Fryer Martin 2 0 0 2 640.690 18 2# 0 0 9 0 0 0 1 1 0 30 0 0 0 0 57 

Francis Mick 3 0 0 3 676.306 21 2 1 0 8 0 0 0 0 2 0 20 0 0 0 0 49 

Monks Paul 1 5 5 12 770.203 32 4 1 0 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 49 

Fraser Lachlan 2 4 3 9 886.956 33 2 1 2 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 43 

Lockwood Glenn 2 4 2 8 839.112 32 0 2 1 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 37 

Eadie David 1 3 2 6 537.310 21 2# 2 0 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 34 

McCormick Richard 3 3 3 9 842.717 34 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 34 

Bremner [fl Kerrie 1 2 1 4 471.600 16 3# 1# 0 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 32 

Nobbs [fl Deanne 1 2 2 5 501.742 19 2 2# 0 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 31 

Collins Tony 3 0 0 3 602.100 21 0 2## 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 29 

Pearson John 3 1 0 4 583.696 21 2 1 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 29 

Hewat Andrew 2 3 2 7 694.608 26 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 28 

Saxon Brett 2 3 2 7 757.416 28 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 28 

Skinner Deryck 2 0 0 2 381.870 12 0 0 0 0 2 2 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 28 

Fairweather [fl Jackie 0 0 1 1 50.000 1 1# 0 0 6 1+ 0 10 0 0 1 10 0 0 0 0 27 

Harvey-J [fl Susannah 0 3 2 5 377.298 14 3 2 0 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 27 

Murphy Phillip 2 2 2 6 655.208 24 0 1 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 27 

Billett David 3 0 0 4 653.943 21 0 0 1# 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 26 

Gregory Wayne 2 2 1 5 605.208 23 1 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 26 

Thompson Nick 0 3 1 6 330.700 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 13 26 

Every Paul 1 1 2 5 341.689 13 0 0 1# 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 10 25 

Blake Jonathan 1 3 0 4 483.600 17 1 2 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 24 

Criniti David 0 0 2 2 100.000 4 2# 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 1 10 0 0 0 0 23 

Last Geoffrey 1 3 1 5 501.930 20 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 23 

Brooks Colin 2 1 0 3 392.325 14 1# 1 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 22 

Scholz [fl Sharon 1 0 2 4 278,520 9 3 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 21 

Waugh [fl Rachel 1 2 0 3 356,608 13 2 1 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 21 

Ludwig Andrew 2 1 0 3 495,159 16 1 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19 

Pearce Billy 1 2 1 5 414.121 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 19 

Commins Louis 2 1 0 3 529.349 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 

Fiegel [fl Tina 0 1 3 4 242,243 9 2 1 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17 

Fawkes Nathan 1 0 2 3 275.630 9 1 2 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16 

Bignell Peter 0 3 1 4 272.249 11 0 1 2 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 

Cook Dean 0 2 0 2 200,000 8 1 1# 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 

Orchard Scott 1 1 2 4 344,270 13 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 

Rosevear [fl Eleena 0 1 2 3 160,000 6 3 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 

Wise Garry 1 1 3 5 336,933 14 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 

Brelsford Dave 0 3 1 4 292.820 11 0 1 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 

Guy [fl Jacuelyn 0 2 1 3 191.000 7 1 1 1# 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 

Solomon Colin 0 2 1 3 216.500 9 1 1 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 
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Category 1 Category 2 Category 3 Category 4 Category 5 Total 

Wright Ian 0 3 1 4 312.700 13 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 

Price Stuart 1 1 2 4 334.634 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 

Dunn Jason 0 2 1 3 227.500 9 1 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 

Grattan [fl Angie 0 0 4 4 190.000 6 2 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 

Lockwood [fl Belinda 0 2 1 3 248.700 9 1 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 

Waugh David 1 1 0 2 270.366 9 1 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 

Kartsounis [fl Viviene 0 1 2 3 195.000 6 0 1# 1 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 

Kennedy David 0 0 1 2 45.000 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 10 11 

Staples Alan 1 1 0 2 311.420 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 

Van Dyk [fl Lynda 0 2 1 3 248.700 9 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 

Wight Chris 0 2 0 2 200.000 8 1 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 

Erickson Tim 0 0 0 1 0.000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 10 10 

Goggin Bernie 0 0 0 1 0.000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 10 10 

Hooley Danny 1 1 0 2 289.490 9 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 

Nuttall John 0 1 2 3 158.600 6 1 0 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 

Phillips Lindsay 1 1 0 2 226.743 9 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 

Salisbury Bruce 0 0 0 1 0.000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 10 10 

Schwebel Ron 0 1 0 1 111.500 4 0 1 0 2 1 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 

Glover Brian 0 0 4 4 207.779 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 

Guard Roger 0 2 0 2 141.000 6 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 

Love Gregory 0 0 3 3 145.000 5 1 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 

Marsh Ken 0 1 1 2 165.485 5 1 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 

Whitten Philip 0 1 1 2 139.700 5 1 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 

Ervin [fl Kaye 0 0 2 2 104.200 4 1 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 

Fulcher [fl Dearne 0 1 0 1 100.000 4 1 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 

Gray Rob 0 0 2 2 100.000 4 0 1 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 

Kelly [fl Suzanne 0 0 1 1 45.000 1 1# 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 

Labinsky Neil 0 0 1 1 45.000 1 1# 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 

Quinlan [fl Meredith 1 0 0 1 174.608 5 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 

Worswick Jonathan 0 1 1 2 145.000 5 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 

Carson Max 0 1 0 1 101.440 4 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 

Cole Stuart 0 1 2 3 195.000 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 

Gardiner Peter 0 1 1 2 107.000 5 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 

Hartley Ernest 0 1 1 2 132.948 5 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 

Lapsys [fl Carrol 0 1 1 2 150.000 5 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 

Mullins Peter 0 0 1 2 44.000 1 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 6 

Scholz Justin 0 1 1 2 144.000 5 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 

Webber Bruce 0 2 0 2 176.500 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 

Anderson Peter 0 1 0 1 100.000 4 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 

Callister [fl Sharon 0 1 1 2 150.000 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 

Carlis Michael 0 0 3 3 145.000 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 

Fattorini Tony 0 1 0 1 64.000 2 1 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 

Howorth [fl Sandra 0 1 0 1 64.000 2 1 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 

Lines Peter 1 0 0 1 157.045 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 

Marsh Trevor 0 1 1 2 137.972 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 

McKinnon David 0 1 1 2 109.000 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 

Michelsson Magnus 0 1 1 2 147.000 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 •.1c:q:;: 5 

Skrucany Rudolf 0 0 2 2 86.976 2 1 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ••• 1 ) •. • • . 5 

Thompson Bill 1 0 0 1 174.608 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I\O �.( 5 
Whyte Robin 0 1 0 1 85.780 2 1 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o "(IJQ 5 

Bent Xavier 0 1 0 1 100.000 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 io'Jtr 4 .•; 
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Category 1 

Kibble Stephen 0 0 2 2 102,500 

Renwick Bruce 0 0 1 1 50.000 

Savage Zac 0 1 0 1 60,113 

Ware Robert 0 1 0 1 100,000 

Williams Sean 0 0 2 2 100.000 

Carey [fl Lisa_Anne 0 0 1 1 50.000 

Carlton Gary 0 0 1 1 50,000 

Duck John 0 0 1 1 50,000 

Healy [fl Michelle 0 0 2 2 95,000 

Jacobs Trevor 0 0 1 1 45.000 

Lindsay John 0 1 0 1 64,000 

Appleby Steven 0 0 2 2 95,000 

Cohen Chris 0 0 2 2 95.000 

Devine Allan 0 1 0 1 61.227 

Gilanyi Thomas 0 0 2 2 95,000 

Higgins Barry 0 0 2 2 94.400 

Jones David 0 0 1 1 53.500 

Mackey Colin 0 1 0 1 92,500 

Mc Taggart Chris 0 0 1 1 50,000 

Silk Tom 0 0 2 2 97.500 

Twite Ian 0 0 2 2 95,000 

Baird [fl Carol 0 0 1 1 45,000 

Beveridge Steel 0 0 1 1 50,000 

Clarke Ian 0 0 1 1 50.000 

Clear David 0 0 1 1 45,000 

Cole [fl Julie 0 0 1 1 50,000 

Drayton Nick 0 0 1 1 50,000 

Graham Chris 0 0 1 1 50,000 

Gregory [fl Bernie 0 0 1 1 45,000 

Horwood Chris 0 0 1 1 45,000 

Hosking David 0 0 1 1 45,000 

Kaehne Darren 0 0 1 1 45.000 

Koppenol [fl Karen 0 0 1 1 45,000 

Lahiff Peter 0 0 1 1 45.000 

McKenzie Paul 0 0 1 1 50,000 

Mohr [fl Monika 0 0 1 1 45,000 

Nestor [fl Ngoh Ngoh 0 0 1 1 50,000 

Styles David 0 0 1 1 50.000 

Thomas Peter 0 0 ·1 1 52.000 

Thompson Joseph 0 0 1 1 45,000 

Wollen Bill 0 0 1 1 50.000 

Category 2 Category 3 

4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 1 0 3 

2 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 

4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 1# 2 0 0 0 

1 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 

1 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 

2 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 

1 0 0 1# 2 0 0 0 

2 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Italy 

Dean Cook scoffs 

down a drink 
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ULTRA HOSTS' NETWORK 

WHAT IS IT? The Ultra Hosts' Network (UHN) is a community resource that AURA is managing for its members, which facilitates 
the exchange of free accommodation between members. People who participate in this scheme will have the opportunity to stay, 
free of charge, at a fellow AURA members' residence, when traveling to an ultra event. It may be a spare bedroom, a mattress 
on the floor, or just a bit of lawn on which to pitch a tent, but it's a chance to stay somewhere for free, and with someone who 
has a similar interest - ultra (running! 

WHY HAVE AN UTLRA HOSTS NETWORK? With so few ultramarathons to choose from in Australia, we often have to 
travel interstate for our races. Often about 1/3 of our traveling expenses are related to accommodation while away. The aim of 
the UHN is to reduce and often eliminate this expense for our members. It is also hoped that this network will facilitate more of 
a community atmosphere between AURA members and allow new friendships to be formed. 

WHAT'S THE CATCH? There are two sides to the UHN: the 'host' and the 'guest'. The UHN is about give and take, so you 
must register as a potential host, in order to become a guest and hence gain access to the network of free accommodation. 

BEING A GUEST: The easy part! When you decide you want to compete in an event to which you must travel, all you do is 
call or email a host who lives near that event. Ask if you can stay, and if it's convenient for that host, you've got yourself some 
free accommodation, and possibly a new friend! 

BEING A HOST: You just fill out the form below, and return it via email or the address provided, telling us what you are able to 
provide as a host. Then all you do is wait until a potential guest calls or emails you. If you are unable to host when called upon, 
there are no penalties. It is completely at your convenience. 

SECURITY CONCERNS? Firstly, AURA will not be giving your address to anyone. All we will provide is the introduction (via 
email or phone). It is up to you, as a host, to reveal your address to someone who calls, if you are willing to host that person. 
In order to have obtained your email / phone number, that person must be a member of AURA, and a participant in the UHN. 
Remember, you are not obliged to accommodate anyone. As a participant in the UHN, you are in control. 

OKAY, I WANT TO JOIN. WHAT DO I DO? Just fill in the below form, and return it to: 
David Criniti, 14 Cambridge Ave., North Rocks, NSW 2151 memberships@ultraoz.com 
Any feedback on this new initiative can also be directed to the same address. 

ULTRA HOSTS· NETWORK APPLICATION FORM 

CONTACT DETAILS: 

Name Email 

Phone (h) Phone (w) Phone (mob) Fax 

Country Closest city / town 

Directions to this city / town Closest ultramarathon 

HOSTING INFORMATION: 

Maximum guests Maximum stay Notice required 

CAN PROVIDE (please circle, or delete inappropriate response if returning this form via email): 

Shower 

Lawn space (to pitch a tent) 

Floor space 

Bed 

Use of kitchen 

Food 

Laundry 

Directions (via phone) 

Pickup from: Airport Bus depot Train/tram station 
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IAU World 24 Hour Championships 

Top Ten Team Results Top Five Team Results 
MEN WOMEN 

1 Japan 1 France 
2 France 2 Japan 
3 Russia 3 Germany 
4 Germany 4 USA 
5 Italy 5 Sweden 
6 Australia 
7 USA 
8 Spain 
9 Taiwan 
10 Sweden 

Individual results - Men 
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Deanne Nobbs 

Report by: Martin Fryer, Captain, 
The North Face Emus 24 Hour Run
ning team 

Running Title: "The North Face 
Emus fly at the World 24 Hour Run
ning Championships" 

Australian 24 hour · ultramarathon 
running at the international level 
came of age this year thanks to the 
establishment of a landmark re
lationship between the Australian 
Ultra Runners Association (AURA) 
and The North Face, global leader 
in outdoor footwear, apparel and 
equipment. The Australian team, 
colloquially known as "The North 
Face Emus" posted their best in
dividual and team placings ever in 
the 6th Annual IAU 24 Hour World 
Challenge, held in Seoul, Korea on 
Oct. 18-19. Thanks to the extra sup
port, Australia was able to field 
its largest Men's team of 6 run
ners which included team veterans 
Martin Fryer, Mick Francis and Paul 
Every along with talented newcom
ers John Pearson, David Waugh and 
Tim Co�hrane, who had all shown 
fine fotrH1n various demanding en
durfahc·'\. rining events throughout 
2008 a' 09. Unfortunately, a full 
Wome . . ... earn could not be sent 
que to)tnJPcies and a lack of backup 
runners: <N�yertheless, Sheppar-

ton's Deanne Nobbs made her inter
national debut as the first female to 
represent Australia in this gruelling 
event and it is hoped that she will 
lead a full Women's team to next 
year's 24 Hour World Challenge in 
Bergamo, Italy. 

The mentally and physically de
manding task confronting the start
ers (106 men from 24 countries and 
55 women from 16 countries) on 
this hazy, humid morning in central 
Seoul was to run as far as possible 
in 24 hours around a 923 metre 
clockwise loop within a loop course. 
The phrase "pounding the pave
ment" was not far from the truth 
as competitors dealt with a surface 
that was 80% concrete along with 
small sections of cobblestone path. 
The combination of this unforgiving 
surf ace and the radiant heat of the 
afternoon sun took its toll on many 
runners (including many of our 
valiant Emus) at a relatively early 
stage of the race, leaving many to 
battle a long night of pain, nausea 
and a repetitive loop of ABBA songs 
played over the PA system. Tough 
one-on-one battles were fought out 
throughout the night on both indi
vidual and team levels. 
Despite the difficulties of such de
manding conditions, some stagger
ing total distances were notched 
up with eventual male winner, Ry
oichi Sekiya of Japan, amassing a 
phenomenal 273.366K to take out 
his third successive title. Best per
formance of the male Emus went 
to the team captain, Martin Fryer, 
who ran a determined and focused 
personal best distance of 247.187 K 
(10thplace) to become the first Aus
tralian to achieve a top ten finish 
since this race series began. Experi
enced campaigner and newly chris
tened M50 Mick Francis continued 
his remarkably consistent form as 
he amassed his second 230K plus to
tal (232.572K, 19th place) for 2008. 
The youngster of the team, 28 year 
old Tim Cochrane, ran just under 
200K (196.874K, 56th place) to bring 
the male Emus into 6th place of 18 
teams, their best ever World team 
ranking and a fine effort to beat, 
among others, the highly favoured 
team from the USA (7th). Our first 
and only female representative, 
Deanne Nobbs, did us proud by run
ning an outstanding 196.512K on 
debut to finish in the top 20 (19th) 
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in the World and to climb to 4th on 
the all-time Australian Women's 24 
Hour rankings. 
I know that quite a few of our team 
were disappointed with their per
formances under the harsh condi
tions but I was proud of their gutsy 
and determined efforts and I am 
confident that each of them will 
return to this event in the future 
to realize their true individual po
tential. 24 Hour races can be mer
ciless events and all experienced 
campaigners, including myself, have 
experienced a "bad day at the of
fice". 
Several individuals and organiza
tions were instrumental in the suc
cess of the team and these should 
be acknowledged. On a personal 
level I would like to thank The We
ston Creek Athletics Club for their 
generous financial assistance and 
my family for their patience, love 
and support. 

The North Face Emus express their 
deepest gratitude to: 

• Team manager: Rob Boyce, for 
his relentless problem-solving and 
negotiation skills 
• Crew: Valerie, Diane, Pitsamai, 
Tony, Dave Snr, and Hillary, for their 
selfless and hardworking support to 
the runners 
• AURA: Financial support from 
generous donations made by AURA 
members and visionary leadership 

John Pearson 



"These two have shown time and time again what legends they are In our sport" 

shown by AURA President, Ian Cor
nelius 
• The North Face: without whose 
support Australian 24 Hour running 
would not have such opportunities 
for growth and development 

Selected Individual Results (MEN) 
Place Name Distance (km) 
1 Ryoichi Sekiya (JPN) 273.366 
2 Fabien Hoblea (FRA) 267.074 
3 Yuji Sakai (JPN) 264.389 
10 Martin Fryer (AUS) 247.187 
19 Mick Francis (AUS) 232.572 
56 Tim Cochrane (AUS) 196.874 
63 John Pearson (AUS) 192.201 
66 David Waugh (AUS) 188.366 
88 Paul Every (AUS) 147.612 

Selected Individual Results 
(WOMEN) 

1 Anne-Marie Vernet (FRA) 
239.685 

2 Anne-Cecile Fontaine (FRA) 
239.252 

3 Brigitte Bee (FRA) 229.818 
19 Deanne Nobbs (AUS) 196.512 

Report by Deanne Nobbs 

As I jogged around the streets of 
Shepparton this morning it was hard 
to believe that less than two weeks 
ago my legs had carried me over the 
concrete paths of the World 24 Hour 
Course in Seoul, Korea. 

The race was a steep learning curve 
for me and in fact was my very first 
official 24 hour event apart from 
The North Face Treadmill Chal
lenge back in March. In the months 
preceding the event I continued to 
teach and train, teach and train 
in an endless cycle. I was tired of 
balancing my duties as a teacher 
with the many hours of running I 
needed to accumulate in prepara
tion for the race. Was I prepared? 
Had I done enough? I really didn't 
know but was determined to clock 
up an Australian qualifying distance 
of 180 km at the championships and 
justify my selection in the Austral
ian Team. 

Would it be easier than the treadmill 
or much harder? I have the answers 
now. Psychologically and practically 
it was easier outdoors despite the 
heavy pollution and warm tern-

peratures. I had a singlet on, em
blazoned with the word AUSTRALIA 
and I was running with a great team 
of six Aussie men. I am a lucky girl 
indeed to have come into the sport 
in the era of Martin Fryer and Mick 
Francis. Who better to learn from 
and be inspired by? These two have 
shown time and time again what 
legends they are in our sport. The 
2008 World Challenge was evidence 
of this. 

The race started at 1 0am and I ran 
conservatively through those first 
few hours. The heat started to be
come uncomfortable and the air 
quality was poor. The concrete was 
relentless and a number of turns 
was placing strain on my left leg. I 
had decided before the event to run 
solidly for the first four hours and 
then introduce the walk, run cycles 
after that. My walking is an area I 
need to improve in. As I ran past 
Rob he had a couple of good pieces 
of advice for me. The first was that 
if I didn't eat something substantial 
soon he was going to kick my butt. 
The second was to ease off whilst 
it was so hot (around two in the 
afternoon and around 26 degrees). 
Around this time Martin had lapped 
me (again), telling me to hang in 
there and it would get cooler soon. 
I soldiered on running in 30 to 45 
minute cycles with a five minute 
walk break coinciding with the Aus
tralian tent so I could pick up half 
a jam sandwich from Pitsamai who 
was my wonderful support person 
and shopping companion too. 

What happened next? I ran and ran 
and ran. Fairly oblivious to what was 
happening with the guys but aware 
that Tim, Dave, John and Paul were 
having a tougher time with the con
ditions than me. They offered sup
port whenever they saw me on the 
course and of course all the Austral
ian crew Rob, Pitamai, Dianne, Val, 
Tony and Dave Senior encouraged 
me too. Mick amd Martin were mak
ing it look easy and often had the 
energy to jokingly call me Sheila 
(the name I had given our stuffed 
emu) or Noboa, the name the Ko
rean hotel stuff had christened me 
with. 
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It was hard in the first 12 hours not 
knowing what distance I had com
pleted and was pleased when I found 
out I was on 108 km or so for the 
first half of the race at around the 
13th hour. Coincendently this was 
around the distance I had clocked 
up at the same point on the treadie 
so I was hopeful I would run in ex
cess of 180 km if all went well. 

Night came and went, pain in my 
legs, annoying mosquitos, the most 
awful stench from portaloos I have 
ever smelt and relentless run/walk 
cycles. I was now running two and 
a half circuits and walking a half 
whilst I ate and drank. The jam 
sandwiches and animal head bis
cuits were chewed and swallowed 
and fear of the portaloos kept my 
toilet requirements to a minimum. 

Before the race Martin had told us 
to see the course as home for the 
duration of the race and I was try
ing hard not to dwell on counting 
down the hours to the finish. Watch
ing Martin's focus and consistency 
was amazing in the final stages of 
the race. His 9th placing was so well 
deserved. With ten minutes to go 
Mick ran up beside me and told me 
that as he couldn't change his 19th 
race position he was happy to fin
ish the race with me. I was chuffed 
and we soon joined Paul who was 
feeling a bit better after a tough 
day at the office. The three of us 
pushed on until the final countdown 
finishing together. In fact regardless 
of the condition they were in, every 
member of the team finished on the 
track. 

My final result was 19th woman, 
196.5km. 

My legs are still weary but I appear 
injury free and am enjoying running 
again with my neglected running 
companions from home. To all The 
North Face Emus and our wonder
ful support team, especially Team 
manager Rob Boyce and his wife 
Pitsamai, thank-you for rn�kihg my 
first World 24 such ····· r.•yijble 
learning experience. 



IAU World 100km ships 
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Report by Jo Blake -
Team Captain 

The Australian Team selected for 
the IAU World Cup held in Tarquinia 
Italy on 8 November 2008 was the 
largest selected in recent memory 
with 6 men and 4 women making up 
the team. Together with Manager 
Nick Drayton, and a support cast of 
5, it was with much anticipation that 
the team collected over the week 
leading up the race. The location of 
the team Hotel left a little to be de
sired, but Ultra Runners are never 
short on desire and it would have 
to be said that it played a role in 
bringing the team together in such 
a short period of time. We all got to 
appreciate the Italian way and mas
tered the ordering of coffees in our 
best Italian. Dave Eadie also did his 
best to market Australian Ultra run
ning as the official team spokesman 
on the IAAF internet TV program 
featuring the event. 

The race began from the town of 
Tuscannia situated about 2 hours 
north-west of Rome and com
menced with a short circuit of the 
cobble stoned streets of the histori
cal town, before heading out on a 
24km undulating stretch of road 
towards Tarquinia. The rolling hills 
in this section meant everyone had 
to work harder than would normally 
be the case as these races are often 
held on pancake flat courses. At the 
24km mark there followed a 1 km 
decent that provided opportunity 

and danger from the temptation 
to push downhill too hard and do 
damage to the legs with 75% of the 
course still to run. The following 
13kms were flat and led the runners 
onto a 14km circuit on the outskirts 
of Tarquinia that included 2 rises of 
substance, some general undulating 
and some basically flat sections. 

It was on the circuit that 3 refresh
ment stations were established, and 
with 6 crew, we were able to have all 
3 set up and managed. The runners 
missed out on the fun and games at 
the drink stations with some colour
ful exchanges between some of our 
more outspoken crew, and the lo
cal officials. We were fortunate to 
have such outstanding crew on each 
of these stations to protect our sup
plies and provide smiling support at 
regular intervals. After 4 laps of this 
circuit, the race finished with a ris
ing section back into town, before 
finishing with a steep climb back to 
the gates of the Old walled town 
perched on the top of the hill. By 
the time most runners were finish
ing, the course was lined with can
dles that led the runners around the 
loop and then guided them up the 
hill to a quite spectacular finish. 

The men's team went in with high 
expectations. Magnus Michelsson 
had been selected in 2006 but had 
to withdraw with injury so we all 
looked forward to seeing what he 
could do after his recent efforts 
at Comrades. Magnus ran as he al
ways does, and ran with the leaders 
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through the Marathon point only to 
suffer from cramps that halted his 
progress. This left Darren Benson as 
the front running Australian only to 
be struck down by an asthma attack 
that had the official medicos reach
ing for the hook.and ending his race. 
Dean Cook meanwhile continued to 
motor along as the front running 
Australian in a typically tough per
formance, and he ended up cross
ing the line just minutes ahead of 
myself, but he was never going to 
give up that place. Dean and my
self both had solid races under the 
conditions. Tim Cochrane was next 
across the line in just over 8 hours 
after another gutsy run riddled ear
ly on with stomach problems, but as 
he has often done in recent years, 
he took stock, kept himself going, 
and saw the race through in another 
solid effort. Dave Eadie meanwhile 
had a tough day but in no surprise 
to anyone who knows him, he ac
cepted his fate, kept his spirits up 
and continued on. In a great exam
ple of teamwork he picked up the 
cramp ridden Magnus and com
mitted to take him through to the 
finish. A lap out, Magnus, although 
naturally appreciative of Dave's 
support, felt he needed a break 
from the verbal barrage, and moved 
away to be the next Emu across the 
line followed in by Dave. Thl?re are 
plenty of runners of the .• ¢lass of 
Magnus who walk away wl)�J1 things 
don't go their way, but Mi�hµs saw 
this through and in doing �!?ihowed 
great respect to his team rn!��s and/ 
the national colours; r�spefiwhkh 



is reciprocated by all of us. Over
all the team finished 9th which was 
disappointing based on our own ex
pectations, but we did well to get 
a team finish when plenty, such as 
the USA did not as runners fell to 
some carnage out on the course. 

It was great to have a woman's 
team back this year, and they did 
us proud. Kerrie Bremner led the 
women home in a PB just over the 
elusive 9hr mark. Not too far behind 
was the impeccably paced Susannah 
Harvey-Jamieson who also ran a per
sonal best. Magnus actually caught 
up to Susannah as she reached the 
final rise to the finish, and in a sign 
of the times that provided much 
material for post race discussions, 
raced away to the finish. Being a 
great team player, Susannah strong
ly defended Magnus' decision in the 
face of a barrage from the team 
spokesman! The next female was 

Australian Women to cross the line. 
That gave the women a 100% finish 
rate and overall position of 8th. 

In review, the times were gener
ally down on those hoped for by the 
individual runners, but the effort 
and commitment of every one of 
the team can never be questioned. 
The 100km Championship races are 
very intense, and with the added 
burden of extensive travel to Eu
rope in most years the challenge is 
great. The runners all work regular 
jobs and many cases support fami
lies, and to achieve what they have 
achieved in being selected to rep
resent Australia and performing as 
they have is something about which 
each and every one can be incred
ibly proud. It was an honour to Cap
tain the Emus of 2008. 

The Team would particularly like to 
thank the following people and busi-

Magnus Michelsson in the pack 

Vivienne Kartsounis who was out to nesses for their support. Thanks to 
get some redemption for the race our Manager Nick Drayton, who took 
12 months earlier and she did that, the administration tasks and chal-
finishing strongly and showing what lenges in his stride. The traveling 
she is still capable of. The 3rd Rook- support crews of James, Euan, Stu-
ie in tlJ�.x,ioman's team was Sharon art (Coley), Shannon and Echo, you 
Cal.list ;who ran a really consistent were all fantastic. Dave Eadie who 

Jo Blake in action 

they assisted with discounted out
fits for the team and hopefully this 
may be the start of a long term as
sociation between 2XU and AURA. 

The following group of supporters 
provided financial assistance to
wards the team, including funding 
all of the outfits. These supporters 
have nothing to gain directly from 
an involvement with AURA and Ul
tra Running, but did so to support 
a National Team. So a special thank 
you to Marsdens Law Group, Crispin 
a Jeffery Chartered Accountants, 
Warren Moore, Paul Umbrazunas, 
Peter Roach, Robert Sennitt and 
Darren Rogerson; and finally the 
group behind the naming of the 
Emus, and the biggest financial sup
porter, being all the participants in 
the Kudos Cup (Comprising - This 
years Champion, The Litho, Wazza, 
Tiger, Lord Ted, Fatty, Hands, LB3, 
Pant, Gloves, Tunksy, Eka, Rogue, 
Qwerty, Kiwi, Sherwo, Degs, Coley, 
LB2, Huntsman, Toppo, Boof, LB1, 
LB5, Bones, Block, Dawso, Soft 
Hands, Buss, Arko, Toughest, Old 
Mate, LB6, Sherwoj, and this year's 
wooden spooner, LB4) 

Finally thank you to AURA, without 
which Australia would not be send
ing teams to any of the IAU events, 
and all AURA members for the sup
port you give the sport in this coun
try. 

wel
f 

p tace to be the 4th of the commenced negations with 2XU and 

,,,, ... IJflnners all work regular jobs and many cases support ramifies,, and to achieve 
..... wlj.Jrt/1ey have achieved In being selected to represent Australia and perrormlng as 

the/'��ve Is something about which each and every one can be Incredibly proud"' 
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New Championship event 

News in Brief 

Th11 Serbian Ultramar.1thM 
Federation has become th<: 45th 
memtwr fuderation of th� !AU, 
aod will be 5eoding athhitu to 
the forthcoming 100km World 
Cup In Italy. 

IAU Congress 
L·\U Congn,;;s 200� w/111,)s) hdd 
m\ J NoYi)ll\h)r, in 'forqui11b 
OTA), in ('.()oj1mnion wirh tht 
li\U 100km World C1ip ,rnd 
Et€ropc;-1n C!wrnplnm,hip 

22 June 100$ . 

lo \hy 21)07 tlk (.:,.n1rnw11wt,1lrh Gnmc, h,:k,rnrkm 
c(!.\l'l)<'d tu ocg,rni,<' dw iti,Hlf\111',ll Ctm11n()!l\V(',\!d1 
Ckunpl,-,n,hip in Uitr,1. Diswn.:t and ;\hwnwin 
Running. Ttw (\rn:,!:Fi,1 Cmwrv 01111w1l ((;rm;, h,rn 
,tgrti)d i,) l>c I h,· ",1,;f'.OlHll;lhk 'hodv" fut ·1:hi 
di,1n1piomhip,, Th; (k;;i,\op rcka�t).> cii;1nific;uH 
01rnu11m, o( nK•nty from tlw Northw,;·,1 D,:·vdupm,·01 
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d K,•:;wid. 01\ !T-'.W S,;,p1Nnlwr 2W.l9, 

Sit\Ukd in tlw ht;1rr of rht .. Fnglrmd';; ,(;;�nk Like 
l.foa'.1·kr, K<'W:itk lwndits from id.:1d n11rnrnl ttrraln, 
,rnd kw t::�F•knn: of orgiwi.sing m,rn\• n.wuntoin r,1,v�, 
ro,,d 1-,Kn, ,rnd impmw.n.r @lturnl ,;;v(,rm, K,:�wkk w,1i 
ilw vcmR' d tlw ,;tt,n:%1\d Wodd /\'hmtrs' .M()lmmin 
Rmmiog C:h,:mipl.:mi;hip-s in 20()5, 

23rd LAKE SAROMA 100km, 
JAPAN 
lfoda d,uidy rnmlitlM� {WC) wlJh » Uni� /ai,& 
,•JJ$;)l<�iu'M:atiati,i won tM meo·� 1.ate aod Hi,oia; SM, 
wh◊ Wll tht third m !a�t ,�M'� lALl WOltm Wil<ld Cup, th€/. 
w,;,rntr>\ wtitP.� �<loh�i Kiil>a>•M-hi. 

Mit!Wll $H!NIHARA 
s\ $h!t1ji NMAl>AI 
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. 

Jf'N 
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.
i/'N 
WN 
)?N 
,W({ 
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t10dfit• w\'¢.f1 l(wti Md.ll>i,�e w<:>rner, ,�n ,mder eight ho�ti. 
Top W"-! ina!.;< and ffin1�Jvrntr� fmm thil rnr.<!> wil\ b� 
*�l<,<;td for thR. ,'(ll.18 tt<�l 1000n Yfotftl 0.;,i. to b� n(tid in 
!U.!y·. 

5 Yillllkm, M!YA�/\10 
f. Yosh\ki TAKACM. 
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,1c,:ommodmi.:iri n,,t,. Sponsor,hip from tht 
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26 August 2008: 
Hallsberg 6 .. day race, 
Sweden 

!75},09km 
169.h'XlkOl 
l&'HMkM 

'J'he race- e,,�nn<\'ij$ �it Stt<•MI� b?-tw�r, \h� ttm 
�t(tt&n 'fii!iM<$ l<olll't,i·�nd M�/1'lil-� HJ,t�\l'Mtl (fot tktr.ll\, 
¼e OplniM ;i_M:id� ,1n p.46). In 1hlrcl p!,,r.� Cht,1tl;m l\itd!� 
Ml! a ti'1'>>' �w�tfah ,��,:ml �r,d in fouri·h Tom M'1nd€ik� � Mw 
DI.ltd-. r��ord, A�u !Mp�l<kala iet a fln,�•�k r�t!.>rd wM1 
5��-,1.:m. Yianr>\1 �OW<lt and Glen Tum�t rnn mirn>,.al JS� 
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:••· iS*6 July 2008: 
Ji�gu Gaien l4h <.:haUeoge, 
Korea 

i Y(,$r>iyvkl SA () 
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� sh,ngd INOVt 

··· ·.... :w1wmfi@ !Mit�itWi!i.ffi. 
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The Battle at SANTOS 
By Brett Saxon 

The scene may not quite have 
resembled that contained in the 
message Phidippedes delivered to 
Sparta but some felt just as beaten 
and battle weary; thankfully I can 
report all were victorious at San
tos in 2008 AD unlike Phidippedes 
in 490 BC when on delivery of the 
Victory Message to Athens man
aged to utter the words "We Were 
Victorious" then promptly dropped 
dead on the spot ....... 

Dave Attrill came close but in 
the true spirit of the Aussie dig
ger, having been dragged from 
the trenches after fending off all 
enemy advances, new life was 
pumped into the body in the 
EVAC headquarters. With medal 
of honour pinned to his chest he 
walked away to fight another bat-
tle.; ....... . 

It was a battle zone in there, or 
at least that's what the barmaid 
thought as she witnessed the three 
amigos' slouched over the bar ta
ble, the other occupants surely 
thought the winners had moved 
on to fight another battle as to the 
observant eye these three were 
history ... 
Taxi, did anyone call a taxi, much 
to the astonishment of the wide
eyed onlookers, the three life
less bodies stirred in a slow mo
tion stumbling manner, gingerly 
bent their bloodied, beaten and 
tired bodies picked up their swags 
and collectively sighed and hob
bled their way from the battle 
scene ...... 

The real battle however was staged 
during the previous 24 hours with 
much planning done during the 
previous 48 hours. As the various 
key soldiers and generals made 
their way forth to a makeshift com
mand post located in the volatile 
region known as the Hindley Strip 
the partying insurgents on the end 
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of season sporting trips looked 
on contemplating the enemy. 
Thinking better in their inebri
ated state after sighting Michael 
Lovric and the tree trunks that 
hang from the torso of the Neil 
Angel we all arrived unscathed 
for the pre war briefing. 
Gathered around the table with 
pens and paper calculating stra
tegic moves there was endless 
discussion flowing from all cor
ners of the room. Various mem
bers came and went some say 
they went to check out the pre 
race party across town, but the 
word from the inside is that se
cret strategies were forming, the 
real players shall remain name
less, cover names such as Milov, 
and Horrie, should be enough to 
throw you off the scent. While 
three remained to share in the 
spoils of the Maggotman's spe
cial pasta followed by an a la 
tinned creamed rice, superbly 
opened and served by myself. 

A special visit from the colonel 
also known as Frank the South 
Australian, complete with the 
plans and information required 
to ably support his troops in the 
pending battle scheduled for 
0900 the following day. After 
lengthy analysis of the situation 
the troops retired to their swags 
in readiness for the pending bat
tle. 

Awoken by the sounds and 
smells of war all around us, cu
riously observing to see if it was 
the enemy consisting of the par
tying insurgents or was it Glenn 
Lockwood, Mal Gamble, and the 
Angelic One Neil Angel, it didn't 
matter as it was time to hast
ily vacate the abode. Polishing 
down enough fuel to start the 
day and with battle gear on, we 
left via the stairs to minimise 
exposure. Slipping discretely 
into our armour plated vehicles, 
cleverly disguised as standard 
suburban taxi's we vanished 
without a trace. Driven to the 



front line, we covertly entered the 
battle ground only to be spotted 
by the admiring fans in their thou
sands, reality check .... 

It wasn't war after all and the fans, 
well they were coming they just 
weren't here yet. We each went 
about setting up our gear bags and 
tables etc, introducing ourselves to 
all the runners, organisers and vol
unteers. I took advantage of the po
diatrist and had my feet taped which 
felt really good. With the great help 
of Frank and his CR entourage come 
start time we were all set, I can't 
believe how out of the way these 
guys went to help us runners, we 
were made very welcome and the 
support was fantastic. Introduc
tions of all runners were made at 
the start line and the countdown 
began .... 

My debut track race unfolded as fol
lows ... 

Early laps began at a faster than 
planned pace, I had much difficul
ty in circulating over the 2:30 and 
I was constantly telling myself this 
will cost me later. I really wanted to 
slow it to around 3:00 minutes per 
lap. Having struggled with the flu 
in the lead up week and some real 
muscle cramping issues I was also 
very concerned this could bring the 
day to an abrupt ending. I got to
tally lost in all the camaraderie and 
even the wise cracks coming from 
Paul Monks, trying to put me off my 
plan. I think it worked as I didn't 
slow and I should have, thanks Paul, 
and you weren't even in the same 
race. Constantly aware of my re
cent DNF at the Tan Ultra I made 
sure I drank loads and ate often. I 
continued to feel really good and 
just kept churning out the laps. Not 
surprisingly Michael Lovric, Paul 
Monks, Anth Courtney, Rob Boyce 
and others went past on a regular 
basis. I am very aware of where I 
sit in ability amongst these guys and 
don't worry too much about others 
as I know I can't catch them. I do 
like having little personal battles 
though and can find it motivating 
and aids in goal setting to try to be 
around the same place in the field 
as someone of similar talent. For 
me Richard McCormick is one who 
is somewhere near where I am and 
it was great to see that hour after 

hour we were on the same lap. Af
ter 6 hours we had both completed 
126 laps 50.4Km. 

Having already turned and started 
to unwind after 4 hours I was sur
prised that running around in cir
cles was not boring me and making 
the task harder. We also had the 6 
hour guys join us and now with my 
new mate Neil Angel on the track 
with his own debut at hand there 
was even more spark and conver
sation amongst runners. Kim Cook. 
was flying around like a man pos
sessed, apparently had an early 
flight to catch and wanted it over 
with quicker. Hey Cookie it was a 
six hour race it wasn't going to end 
any quicker by running that fast you 
machine, but it was a good test to 
see if time could stand still. With 

Michael, Mal, Anth and co still cruis
ing and making this ultra stuff look 
easy this stage of the race was now 
slowly starting to take a bit of a toll. 
Only for the magnificent support 
from the Organisers, the enjoyment 
factor would have been a lot lower 
on the scale. I was very aware of 
the old heads steadily churning out 
the laps, at one stage I was ahead 
of Tony Collins who in my book is a 
real legend. I even said to him, I'm 
going to savour this brief moment 
ahead of you Tony as I know it won't 
last. As night fell the cool air settled 
in to the stadium. Paul Monks with 
much pleasure told me his race was 
almost run, time wise and quickly 
pointed out I was nearly half way, 
thanks for the boost in morale Paul. 
It was a great run by him to clock up 
94Km in 12 hours. 

With another change in direction 
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well underway and new scenery to 
admire under a floodlight cloudless 
night, I found myself questioning 
if I could continue for the next 12 
hours. My stomach had been play
ing up a bit and the gents had been 
well frequented. A blister had well 
started to form in a place private 
to one. This alone slowed my time 
considerably and brought about 
several short rest breaks. 

My private little battle with Rich
ard was slipping away, with me 
now many laps behind. Struggling 
along, yet of ten with advice from 
Rob Boyce and others to soldier on, 
the pain and rawness of the blister 
constantly aggravated with every 
step forced me into a pit stop in the 
massage tent. I asked the physio if 
I fell asleep to give me at least 15 
minutes then wake me. 

Times up mate came the wake up 
call, I slid off the table and contin
ued circulating, the air was cold, 
I was struggling to eat and drink 
now, yet had managed to get to this 
stage without recent symptoms of 
dehydration which was one pleas
ing aspect. I slowly churned out 
another 6-BKm in the next two 
hours. I still found myself having 
to circulate with my hand down my 
pants to prevent any more rubbing 
and aggravation on the blister. The 
lap scorers continued to do a mag
nificent job and did their best to 
encourage us to keep moving for
ward. I had started to notice others 
were having some issues also and 
more regular stops were occurring 
in their journey. Richard appeared 
to be suffering from the cold also. 
I needed to find a cure to help me 
finish the 24 hours off. 

Another trip to the gents and a 
change of running shorts, followed 
by a quick visit to the massage ta
ble, had me feeling a little perkier. I 
gingerly got up and noticed the tub 
of sorbolene cream on the floor. 
Two rather full handfuls of cream 
applied down the front of the pants 
after the massage would hopefully 
enable me to continue;@; with 
minimal suffering. The sunWa�:9ue 
to rise shortly, but the, a· ' fstill 
cold. I found the cream; 
sonable job and I was abl main-
tain a steady jog for s�ve. lap�/ 
Not surprisingly my l�g$>felt qt1i}e 

/ . / 



strong given the amount of down 
time I had during the night. Day
light was starting to take shape and 
with several continuous laps under 
my belt my body was also warming 
up. I shed the top layer of five items 
and felt even freer to run. My lap 
counting crew were very support
ive having seen me seemingly rise 
from the death of the night. Fellow 
competitors were also very encour
aging as I was circulating with times 
not seen on my sheet since the first 
couple of hours of the event. 

With the sun now having more ef
fect on the body temperature more 
layers came off. A new lease of 
life had been born into the battle 
worn body that emerged 
from the chilled air of 
the night. A quick glance 
of the lap board showed 
I was still behind Richard 
and both Walkers David 
Attrill and Deryck Skinner 
and the only 24hr female 
entrant Erin Kreiss. Cer
tainly no disrespect to any 
of these guys but my per
sonal challenge was to fin
ish ahead of the walkers, 
hopefully also pip Richard 
and Erin at the post. With 
my new found lease of life 
I was regularly lapping all 
of these guys and many of 
the others in the field, al
though the vast majority 
were streets ahead and 
never in danger of being 
caught by me. I had been 
almost running nonstop 
now for two hours and 
still felt ok, I'm sure the expression 
on my face suggested otherwise, 
but considering the black hole I 
crawled from the grimace was all 
good. With Anth back on track cir
culating after an ankle/foot injury 
and giving lots of encouragement I 
was spurred on more. As the 23rd 
hour updates were listed I found I 
had made good ground and was now 
in reach of Richard. I had managed 
to pass the walkers and Erin. I quick 
check with the lap counters on my 
tally a\gJ'jg with Richard's indicated 
I w�sJqUrJaps behind with less than 
an iho' \go. Giving everything I 
had I . dlly picked off laps on 
_Richar J itially rejecting his sug
ge�tior)tti�t I would catch him as I 
dfd6'tthinkithere was enough time. 

With Richard leaving the track for a 
toilet break I hammered out a cou
ple of quick laps and leaving only 
a lap between us. Still feeling very 
strong in the legs and mostly pain 
free the laps kept ticking over. I 
could sense Richard keeping an eye 
on me across the track and making 
every attempt to lap him harder. 
Eventually forging ahead but still on 
the same lap I felt I couldn't possibly 
slow down and undo the effort of 
the last few hours. It's quite strange 
how a simple challenge or self ap
pointed target can drive you on. In 
the friendliest of senses this was my 
own little battle with Richard even 
if he didn't know it, but I'm sure he 
did and it looked like in our head to 

head I might go one up. I continued 
on and managed to put several more 
laps between us in the final stage 
of the race. As the organisers an
nounced there was only 10 minutes 
remaining, again I managed to find 
a little extra in the tank and upped 
the pace even further. We were 
handed our name blocks to drop on 
the track at the completion of the 
24 hours. This signified around five 
minutes remaining, I figured I could 
go even harder for another five min
utes when Michael Lovric came up 
beside me. Thinking I was up for 
the challenge I went with Michael 
for a brief moment as he poured on 
the after burners, gradually drop
ping off his shoulder he urged me 
on to stay with him. Not thinking 
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real clearly I went stride for stride 
with him for the final two and half 
laps clocking up the fastest pace for 
the entire 24 hours in those last few 
minutes. The announcers counted 
down the last ten seconds and we 
found ourselves rounding the bend 
onto the back straight, you would 
think we had just launched off the 
blocks of a 100m sprint as we pro
pelled our weary bodies down the 
straight. The siren went and we 
dropped our blocks. It was over. A 
handshake and a hug of those near
by were followed by a stumble to 
the infield where I allowed my body 
to collapse on the grass. My debut 
track 24 hr was run, I was spent. 

With six _hours splits of 51 K, 36K, 
21K and 38K I will take a lot from 
this event, although disappoint
ed with not reaching my target 
of 100 miles, I am able to walk 
away knowing that with better 
management of my race plan 
and some preventative measures 
applied to the anatomy, my next 
attempt will be a success, after 
all I didn't drop dead, therefore I 
was victorious. 

It is impossible to name all those 
that were involved in putting on 
this magnificent event and mak
ing it a special weekend, but I 
want to express my sincere ap
preciation to all the Sri Chinmoy 
folk, to Frank and all the support 
guys and to all fellow competi
tors, your support and encour
agement were phenomenal. A 
special thanks to my flat mates 
and new friends, Neil, Glenn and 

my old mates Mal and Paul. It was a 
great weekend and I appreciate and 
value your friendships. 

The troops gathered in the airport 
lounge for a debrief, wounded but 
happy to be on their way home 
to loved ones, with varying flight 
plans, the group dispersed gradual
ly, yet ready to do battle on another 
front sometime in the near future as 
dictated by the AURA calendar ..... 
bring on Coast to Kosciusko , the 
decider!! 

P.S. Richard levelled the ledger 
pipping Brett by mere minutes in 
the 2008 Melbourne Marathon the . 
following week 



Tamborine Trek 62km 

5th October 2008, Queensland 

Results 

Tamborine Trek -Tegwen Howell 

2008 Bribie Beach 

Bash 46km 

Tamborine Trek - Jo Blake 

Tamborine Trek -Susannah Harvey-Jamieson 
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Great North Walk lOO's 

100 Miles [actual 175km] 100 Kilometres [actual 103km] 
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"With a field or close to 80 runners across the I 00 miles and kilometres 

I was seldom alone ror the first hair" 

Report by Andrew Hewat 

My phone alarm went off. I groped 
around in the dark and instinctively 
hit the snooze button. I snuggled 
down again. Damn. I have to get up. 
I sat up and looked around blear
ily. I really have to stop doing this. 
These 100 milers are wearing me 
out. I was sitting in the middle of 
the Great North Walk Trail next to 
the unmanned water drop between 
checkpoints 4 and 5. I reached up 
and switched on my headlamp. I 
dragged myself up and stumbled 
off down the trail towards Somer
sby and the new day. I had managed 
10 minutes of sleep. Just enough to 
stop me staggering all over the trail 
and tripping on every shadow. I still 
felt devoid of energy but at least 
now I could focus enough to get to 
the next aid station. The finish still 
seemed like a lifetime away. There 
was never a thought of quitting. It 
was more a matter of how long and 
in what shape I would make it. 

Looking at the race splits for the 
sector from 4 to 5 I suffered ter
ribly from low energy and lost a 
lot of time. It hadn't all been like 

that. It had been an interesting day. 
Every ultra is a new adventure. This 
one had been more about the peo
ple around me than about myself. 
Sometimes you have to take a step 
back from your race to help others 
along the way. Saturday had been 
one of those days. Sunday would 
be different. With the rising sun I 
would find a new energy that would 
reward me with some magical 
trail running. But first I had to get 
through the night. 

I had planned to run this years GNW 
with Tim again as we make a good 
team on this testing course. We 
both had injury plagued prepara
tions so had no expectations. Tim 
was forced to pull out pre-race so I 
was on my own. With a field of close 
to 80 runners across the 100 miles 
and kilometres I was seldom alone 
for the first half. During the first two 
stages I found myself with Hermie 
on and off. I would pull ahead on 
the downs and he would catch me 
on the climbs. We have spent many 
a mile together in the past and so 
it would be again today. Coasting 
along the ridge of the Sugarloaf 
Range, before Heaton's Gap, we 

encountered Brick sit
ting by the trail with his 
shoe off, wrestling with 
his foot. I stopped and 
helped bandage a badly 
blistered toe. This was 
worrying only 10km in. 
We rejoined a long train 
of runners before they 
let me pass on the de
scent. I enjoyed the long 
downhill into Heaton's 
Gap. I stopped to fill my 
bottles at the service 
station. The climb up to 
Heaton tower was a real 
grind. Runners surround
ed me. I was surprised 
how many people were 
within sight. I remem
bered climbing up here 
the first year of the race 
with Tim and we were all 
alone. This race is really 
growing. It was already 
warm and threatened 
to really heat up. For
tunately the cloud cover 
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kept the temperature down and the 
heat never eventuated. 

Past Heaton Lookout and we 
dropped down into the thick rain
forest. There was a small group of 
us winding our way through the 
dense cover. I had to concentrate 
on the trail. The thick leaf litter 
made it indiscernible as you weaved 
in and out of trees and up and down 
creek beds. I stopped several times 
to flick leeches off my gaiters. They 
were everywhere. And stubborn. 
Climbing out of the forest back onto 
the gravel road I stopped at the loo 
at Hunter Lookout. Many people 
passed me. Coming into checkpoint 
1, I found myself walking and chat
ting with Dr Lach who had taken a 
detour and added several kms al
ready. Not for the only time either. 

Checkpoint 1 was a welcome sight, 
I was getting hungry. I didn't spend 
long, just grabbing some food and 
heading out, walking for the next 
km to eat. Hermie was with me 
and when asked by a group just in 
front of us about where to go he 
offered: "Just follow the road then 
turn off it." Sage advice I thought. 
Hope they had their maps. This sec
tion follows the ridgeline for quite 
some distance. The road made for 
easy running. I caught a few people 
who had passed me earlier. Brick 
and Terry were just in front and I 
kept pace with Hermie comfort
ably. The field was spreading out 
now. Past Barraba Campsite and we 
started the long descent into the 
valley. I love this section and really 
opened up pulling away. Once off 
the road there is long raking single 
track. I passed a couple of runners 
and crossing the field at the bot
tom could see a couple more just 
in front. The familiar old bathtubs 
were still at the bottom of the hill. 
Strange the things we remember. I 
was determined to run as much of 
the road as I could but the Congewai 
valley is like an energy va<:qqrn and 
every time I get there I sfruggle. 
This time was no differe i J kept 
looking back for Hermie' owing 
that when he caught m�?i!fwould 
help keep me going. I y.iasstarting' 
to feel nauseous and/it/became a 



"He was In a really bad way. He was thinking or his ramify and clearly worried" 

real effort to get to the school. The 
breeze was almost cool. I couldn't 
blame the heat. I just felt sick. I 
asked Hermie why we do this. I sug
gested it was time for me to find 
another sport. Not for the last time 
I had this thought. 

Checkpoint 2. I knew I had to eat 
but every mouthful I took threat
ened to come back up. Kathy was 
helping me out and looked worried 
at my pitiful state. I knew I just had 
to get some food in and keep mov
ing. So that is what I did. The short 
out-and-back section here allows 
you to see the state of others and 
who is close to you. Hermie caught 
up again and took my mind off my 
malaise. But as soon as we started 
the climb to the communi
cation tower he pulled away 
easily. 

Well up the steep pitch I 
encountered Tom coming 
back down. He looked terri
ble. Apparently he felt even 
worse. His kidneys were 
painful and he was short 
of breath. He hadn't been 
weeing. And he had been 
vomiting. I got him to sit on 
a log. He wanted me to go 
on but there was no chance 
of that. I assured him I was 
in no hurry and wasn't leav
ing until I knew he was safe. 
Runners kept stopping to 
offer help but I sent them 
on. Brick stopped and he 
looked terrible, absolutely 
drenched in sweat. He had 
been sick himself but kept 
going. I filled an empty 
bottle I had with plain wa
ter from my Camelbak for 
Tom. He only had Gatorade 
and he needed some water. 
He wanted to sleep but I 
wouldn't let him. I was really wor
ried about him. He rang Les, the 
wireless radio communication co
ordinator to pass on his withdrawal 
so that checkpoint 2 would know he 
was corning back. We sat for some 
time f •· \c;:hatting and sipping wa
ter/ O • •·••·· �' felt up to it I took his 
pack a e; ambled back down the 
hill. Af a while he turned and told 
me be C Otcin't take me any further 

and assured me he would be OK. 
Reluctantly I agreed and left him to 
it. He made it back safely. 

I pushed hard back up the hill. The 
time spent resting with Tom had 
freshened me up and I was keen 
to get going. I dug my poles in and 
pulled myself up the steep trail. 
Approaching the top I rounded a 
corner and there was Brick and 
another guy, Joel, both doubled 
over and looking like death. Brick 
had been suffering for some time 
and was clearly distressed. Joel 
explained that he also felt terrible 
and his feeble urine was the colour 
of Brick's pack. I looked at Brick's 
pack: coffee coloured. Not good. 
Seriously, not good. I suggested do-

ing as Tom had done and head back 
to CP2. They both couldn't face 
that option so they decided to get 
to the top and reassess. I resigned 
to stay with them. It was slow go
ing with enforced rest stops every 
few metres but eventually the com
munication tower came into sight. 
We stopped at the road and Brick 
curled up on the ground. Joel paced 
around uncomfortably. 
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Deja vu. This was the exact same 
spot that Tim had collapsed with 
heat stress two years ago. I couldn't 
believe the contrast today. The rain 
was coming in and the wind had 
whipped up. I was shivering and dug 
out my emergency jacket. I could 
see Brick curled up in the foetal po
sition, getting goose bumps. I made 
him get up to put his jacket on. I 
presented their options: go back to 
CP2; try and get down to the road 
where the unmanned water stop 
was; try and get to CP3, still a long 
way off. Brick wanted to try to get 
someone up onto this fire road. He 
was in a really bad way. He was 
thinking of his family and clearly 
worried. I rang RD, Dave Byrnes 

and got his answering ma
chine. I left a message. Some 
other runners came past. Gra
ham Wye had the emergency 
number so rang the wireless 
communication co-ordina
tor. I spoke to Les and asked 
about getting the pair picked 
up from somewhere. He radi
oed through to Dave and rang 
me back with the options. He 
said someone could retrieve 
them from the water drop but 
it could be hours and hours. 
Their best bet was to go back 
to CP2. We had been there for 
about 1 /2 an hour by now and 
Brick was back on his feet. I 
relayed the choices to them 
and before I had finished, Brick 
had turned and marched off to
wards CP3. There was no way 
he was going back down that 
hill. I rang Les again and told 
him they were pushing on and 
that I would hang with them to 
keep an eye on things. 

Brick has a really strong walk
ing pace and Joel just fell in 
behind, head down. I spent 

some time educating Joel on the 
perils of kidney failure and the 
dangers of painkillers in his current 
state. His quads were shredded but 
he just put his head down and fol
lowed Brick's lead. We caught and 
repassed Rob Boyce who was strug
gling with cramps. Finally, we hit the 
long downhill to the farm and I cut 
loose and enjoyed some tight single 
track. Half way down the switch-



backs I heard someone yelling from 
above. I waited for the others but it 
wasn't them. There, way off track, 
was Graham again. We guided him 
back to the track and he joined us 
to the farm and eventually all the 
way to CP3. 

Crossing the paddocks I could see a 
car parked on the road. I told Joel 
he should consider getting a lift out. 
The driver was waiting to see his 
mate run through but expected to 
be there for another 1 & 1 /2 hours. 
Neither of the casualties wanted to 
quit. Their choice. We refilled our 
water bottles and started the long 
climb out of the valley. The sun was 
getting low in the sky. The shadows 
were lengthening and the forest be
gan to take on a new life as the night 
approached. We discussed making 
the Basin in daylight. I doubted it. 
Brick started to jog periodically. He 
still set a solid walking pace. I told 
him that if he had a rest at CP3, 
refuelled and rehydrated, he could 
probably go on. I warned Joel that 
his already shredded quads would 
suffer on the big downhill and then 
the bitumen on the next leg into 
CP4 and further clog his kidneys. I 
warned him to stop here. I saw later 
in the results he went on to finish 
the 100km. 

We dropped into the Basin in the 
last of the fading light. Shafts of 

setting sunlight pierced the forest 
canopy and lit up the creek below 
us. The golden glow contrasted the 
dark shadows of the dense rainfor
est. It was like a scene from 'The 
Enchanted Forest'. The fast fad
ing light forced me to hasten my 
pace. We passed the stairs leading 
out of the basin and started to see 
runners coming back towards us. A 
constant procession of headlamps 
bobbing through the trees on the 
narrow twisty trail. I marched into 
checkpoint 3 to be greeted by Tim 
who had come out to help crew me 
through the night. He passed my 
bladder off to be refilled and plied 
me with pasta and soup and hustled 
me back out of there. So fast that 
I left my trekking poles leaning on 
the table. I asked Rob Boyce as he 
limped past if he could get Tim to 
bring them CP4. I felt naked with
out my poles. 

Unfettered without my ailing com
panions and fuelled by the warm 
food I picked up the pace. Climb
ing out of the Basin I had to pull 
my map out a couple of times to 
reassure myself. I was alone in the 
night and it is easy to miss a turn, 
as many had done. I had to concen
trate, checking every intersection. 
Once off the road and on the track 
down to Cedar Brush I really wound 
things up. Fast downhill running at 
night really gets the adrenaline flow-
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ing. I let gravity pull me ever down, 
down, down. The fireflies flickered 
in my headlamp beam and night 
animals scurried off at the thudding 
of my footfalls. It doesn't get much 
better than this. I was really having 
fun. This is why I run these trails, 
for these moments when I become 
one with the bush, moving at speed 
through the forest at night. 

As I climbed the stile out of the 
paddock onto the road I scoffed 
down an espresso gel with a double 
caffeine shot. This sparked some 
serious road running. I flicked my 
light out, switching it back on at 
the first sight of a car or another 
runner. Pounding down the road in 
the moonlight allowed me to switch 
to autopilot. I had another caffeine 
gel. I started passing runners. One, 
then another. Each one fuelling me 
to run a little harder. As I came into 
Yarramalong I passed whole groups 
of runners. I rushed into the check
point gushing adrenaline. I had re
caught Hermie and Tamsin who 
were reclining in their chairs. They 
got up and hurried out just ahead 
of me. I asked what food was on of
fer: the only hot food was off the 
barbeque or chicken soup. No good 
to me. I had a cold hard-boiled egg 
and grabbed a flask of gu and a re
filled bladder and rushed back out 
again. Big mistake, I needed more 
food. I should have taken more time 
here. By the time I started walking 
up Bumble Hill Road I was feeling 
drained. After the hard run down 
the road I was now crashing. And 
fast. 

I was only 30 metres behind Bun
ny, Meredith and their pacer but it 
could have been a mile. I couldn't 
catch them. They sounded like ex
cited teenagers. How could they 
be having so much fun and have so 
much energy when I felt so bad? 
They climbed the guardrail off the 
road onto the trail. I followed. I 
could see them slowly pulling away. 
It was almost like I was going back
wards. I realised I was running out 
of energy. I choked down some po
tato chips. I couldn't eat. N9thing I 
had appealed. I had to concentrate 
really hard to keep going; ffifie hight 
seemed so heavy all of� �µdden. 
It was pressing down on mil Every 
step was a battle. The tp!iil;'through 
here was messy: up, •c!own; .. over 



"The heat was building and high up on the moonscape of the 
sandstone plateau It was tough going" 

puddles, through mud. I went for 
hours without seeing anyone. It was 
like I was sleep walking. Maybe I 
was. Finally a light came up behind 
me. As I climbed off the trail onto 
the road, Darrel came by. I was 
fumbling with my maps. He asked 
how far to the water drop? 6km. He 
was gone before I looked up. I must 
have dropped my map here. I never 
noticed. That 6km took forever. I 
promised my self I would rest there. 
I had no choice. When finally the 
familiar barrels came into sight, I 
refilled my bottle, set my alarm and 
curled up. Even the loud buzzing 
of a swarm of mozzies that settled 
over me couldn't keep me awake. I 
went out like a light. 

I was making a habit of this trail 
napping caper. But that ten minutes 
probably saved me 30 more I would 
have lost stumbling around in the 
dark. Climbing the trail out to Som
ersby, another set of lights closed in 
on me. I was surprised more hadn't. 
This time it was Brick with his pac
er. He had risen from the ashes and 
was now making good time. He told 
me to stick with them. I would if 
I could. I managed for 100 metres 
before falling back again. Climb
ing out of the forest onto the road 
was symbolic of me climbing out 
of my funk. The sun broke through 
the haze of the night as we hit the 
bitumen road signifying Somersby 
and soon checkpoint 5. I gritted 
my teeth and ran. Past the chock 
farm with the noise of a thousand 
chickens waking up. Onto Wisemans 
Ferry Road. I could see Brick still up 
ahead. He appeared doubled over. 
He was vomiting again. This race is 
unrelenting. 

Checkpoint 5 and I was resolved to 
having some decent food. Two slic
es of toast with jam. A cup of cof
fee. There was some debate over 
whether there was chicken in the 
soup but there was a vegetable op
tion sq;l

iot one to go. I met Les, 
the . .radlb, :guy, who I had promised 
to �6yhen!'.>. to after all his help the 
day b .... '),What a great job the 
volunt do. Tim was going to 
pace _.. ._._._. rpm here to checkpoint 
6> I \Yel<:om�q the company to help 

get me moving again. Brick was 
long gone by the time we left, with 
a fresh pacer in Rod. 

Renewed by the solid food my 
strength gradually returned. I re
membered this section well from 
the last year when I pushed the 
group I was leading hard to stay 
inside the cut-off. I knew it was a 
short leg but you could still make 
up time here. Once off the bitumen 
Tim urged me to run some. And run 
we did. We built up good momen
tum weaving through the thickets. 
Once onto the downhill sections 
we caught Brick and Rod and went 
past them. Brick's feet were wor
rying him. Tim assured him he was 
over the worst of the rough stuff. 
I remembered differently but was 
pleased to discover the trail was 
easy, smooth and largely downhill. 
Across the river we really poured 
on the pace. It was hard to believe 
I was the same runner of a few 
hours before. In no time we were 
crossing under the Pacific Freeway 
and climbing onto the old highway 
bridge. I was feeling strong and ea
ger to get to the finish. 

Kathy had organised a fried egg in 
toast for me at checkpoint 6. I had 
my bottles filled with coke, grabbed 
a cup of soup and headed back onto 
the trail. After a phone call home, 
Tim decided to continue on to the 
finish with me. As we headed along 
the river Brick and Rod were cross
ing the bridge. That was the last 
we saw of them. He would go on to 
finish an hour behind me. A spec
tacular red-bellied black snake was 
curled up in the early morning sun 
by the track. We stopped to admire 
him from a distance. We were run
ning well. My feet were a little sore 
but my legs felt great. We crossed 
the swing bridge and climbed the 
rocky trail up, out of the valley. The 
sun was beating down threatening 
a hot afternoon. I pushed in front 
of Tim to set the pace for a while. 
We really wound it up. On some of 
the long technical downhills I really 
let loose. I would stop at the bot
tom looking back to see an expres
sion of mild panic on Tim's face. I 
wasn't sure if it was fear of falling 
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at this pace or fear of suffering the 
humiliation of being dropped while 
pacing. Either way it amused me 
greatly and made me run the next 
downhill even harder. Rounding a 
corner Tamsin and her pacer were 
right in front of me. I apologised 
for having my second wind and we 
went right by. She ended up finish
ing an hour and a half behind me, 
testimony to how much time can be 
lost over this last section. 

The unmanned water drop was a 
contrast to last year. Here bodies 
had been strewn all over the ground. 
Today it was all business. A splash 
and dash. The heat was building 
and high up on the moonscape of 
the sandstone plateau it was tough 
going. I felt for those still to come 
through there in the afternoon sun. 
The rock surface felt like concrete. 
We were counting down the kilome
tres now. The long open firetrails 
and constant climbs sapped our 
speed but we could smell the fin
ish line. Finally we crossed Patonga 
Drive and picked up the pace along 
the single track. The road up to the 
Warrah Lookout seemed way longer 
than I remembered but finally we 
were onto the walking track. One 
last climb and then we could see 
through the trees to the beach. My 
heart warmed at that sight. Finally 
I could enjoy my finish. We had an 
eye on the time, mindful of getting 
in under the hour. Down, down, 
down we went. Still running hard. 
Finally those final few steps onto 
the sand. I paused to savour the 
moment. It is truly one of the most 
spectacular finishes of any ultras. 
This was my third time onto the 
beach but it was no less dramatic. 
No less emotional. We ran the sand. 
I still had running legs. I felt great. 
The waves lapped at the shore. The 
sun was shining. People were clap
ping. I grabbed Tim's hand to thank 
him for his help. I was glad he got 
to share my finish. He peeled off to 
allow me to finish on my own. I ran 
every last step and collapsed to my 
knees at the finishing pole to give it 
a big hug. 31:50. 



Six Hour and 50km Track Championships 

Report by Ian Twite 

It was a miracle anyone turned up 
to run, it was equally surprising 
that any helpers would venture 
out on such a wet, cold Novem
ber day. The starting time of this 
year's event had been changed to 
beat the midday heat; ironically it 
was to be one of our coldest No
vember days on record. The Ultra 
runners are a hardy lot and 24 
starters toed the line. Equal to the 
task were the Traralgon Harriers 
who managed 20 odd volunteers 
throughout the day to help lap 
score. Combined this with the sup
port crews of the runners and we 
were able to turn a miserable day 
into a warm and exciting event. 

The weather was fairly kind the 
first two hours with only a brief 
shower and the wind had abated 
and calmed right down. John 
MacKenzie made the most of the 
good conditions early setting off 
at a blitzing pace. John Nuttal 
and Richard Comber were the 
best of the rest as those doing 
the 6 hours were running more 
conservatively. At 3 hours the 
rain had set in but conditions 
remained calm. John Mackenzie 
had a 10 lap lead as he headed 
towards the 50km mark. Both 
John Nuttal and Richard Comber 
were showing signs of falter
ing while Lachlan Fraser, Peter 
Bignell and Malcolm Gamble were 
all starting to move well. Peter 
Hibberd and Laurie Lolait were 
also running well with Kelvin Mar
shall after a slow and interrupted 
start always a lurking danger. 

The continuous rain had taking 
the early spark out of John Mac
Kenzie's stride but he still man
aged to run 3:39:47 to win the 
50km event. Second to notch up 
50km was Townsville's John Nut
tal who ran 4:07:13. The interest 
was now on the next three runners 
who were all moving well. Lach
aln Fraser, Peter Bignell and Mal
colm Gamble were all intending 
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on completing the 6 hours and as 
they approached the 50km marked 
there was not much was between 
them. Lachlan got there first in 
4:15:05 with Peter 2 minutes later 
and Malcolm moving better than an
yone else another 5 minutes later. 

Richard Comber finished at 40km 
while Peter Hibberd and Laurie 
Lolait were happy with 50km. Kel
vin Marshall was next through the 
50km and still a danger to any of 
the other three in front if they fal
tered. Robert Boyce was next fol
lowed by the only female runner 
Michelle Thompson who ran 5:21 :20. 
Brett Saxon was next followed by 
harrier club veteran Ken Lancaster 
who was showing the many young
er harrier club runners who had 
faltered early how it is done. Paul 
Monk just made the 50km before 
the 6 - Hour limit while Brian Glov
er, Ernie Hartley, Barry Higgins and 
Steve Jordan all just missed out. 

In a tight finish to the 6 - Hour 
event Lachaln Fraser managed to 
complete 68.548km to win from 
the fast finishing Malcolm Gamble 
who completed 67.943km from Pe
ter Bignell 67.249km. Kelvin Mar
shall completed 64.408km to finish 
4th from John Nuttal who complet
ed 63.600km. Michelle Thompson 
completed 55.323km to also win 
the female 6 - Hour section. 

First of all we must thank our 
race directors Shane and Paula 
Pettingill who without them step
ping up and putting the hard work 
in to run the event it would have 
surely folded. The Harriers club 
volunteers who turned up on such 
a terrible day. The list is too long 
to list but you all know who you 
are. What you did for the club has 
enhance our reputation of being 
a good host and able to PIJt on a 
warm friendly event evenOffa.cold 
bleak day. The club cant)Qtffiank 
you all enough. To the;fJno�rs cind 
walkers who competed l?\'Dk you 
for letting us enjoy yo1.Jf<g6tnpany 
for the day. 



Results 

1. Jaqui Guy [f] 
2. Kim Cook 
3. Chris Gates 
4. Gary Burgess 
5. Robert Boyce 
6. Genevive Martin [f] 
7. Wallace Martin 
8. David Sweetman 
9. Anna Papaij [f] 
10.John Lindsay 
11.James Crotty 
12.Gabi Mocatta 
13.Lyndsay Tuffin 
14.David Brelsford 
Dick Crotty 

Bruny Island 64 kilometres 

5:40:24 
6:12:17 
6:25:36 
6:33:45 
6:45:35 
6:52:54 
6:53:08 
7:06:25 
7:37:40 
7:41:18 
7:44:58 
8:03:59 
8:31:53 
8:59:19 
DNF 
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Mt Feathertop Skyrun 

Congratulations everyone - what a 
fantastic day - perfect weather, a 
record number of runners with rep
resentation from Vic, Tas, WA, ACT, 
NSW and Qld and no one got badly 
lost. 

Well new records were set on a new 
course, which judging from the cuss

ing and swearing at the end, was 
just about perfect - if not a teeny 
bit steep on the last downhill. 

Results 

58km 
1. Andy Kromar 7.06.30 
2. Phillip Whitten 8.22.10 

3. Brian Akerly 8.39.03 
4. Paul Monks 9.07.53 

5. Dave Ross 9.17.00 
6. Andrew Cohen 9.51.04 
7. Joanna Sinclair [f] 10.15.36 
8. Neil Hawthorne 1 o. 55.15 
9. Ian McKendrick 12.27.00 
10.Kate Sanderson [f] 12.27.00 

48km 
1. Robyn Fletcher [f] 10.36.00 
2. Paul Ashton DNF 

Well done everyone - and a special 
thanks to Mal Gamble and Robert 
Boyce for acting as Santa at Mt Loch 
- yes Mal even had the outfit, re
plete with sunnies and a bell and to 
Rob for acting as timekeeper. There 
support was invaluable in getting 
water and oranges into a couple of 
strategic points for the runners. 

Look out for 2009 - I am thinking 
of adding in a 68km option which 
would avoid running down Bon Ac
cord Spur but would finish off run
ning down from Loch Carpark, along 
the Razorback and down Bungalow 
Spur - this would be a spectacular 
run taking in a beautiful run along 
the ridge top. 

Till next year 

Paul Ashton, Race Director 
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Coast to Kosciusko 246km 

Shortened [approx 20km] to finish at Charlottes Pass 
due to extreme weather 

Tim Cochrane 

3 Phil Murphy 

5 Kevin Heaton 

7 Lachlan Fraser 

9 Rodney Ladyman 

11 Kim Cook 

13 Marie Doke [f] 

15 Glenn Lockwood 

17 Jan Herrmann 

19 David Billett 

21 Travis Wayth 

23 Malcolm Gamble 

27:19:18 

28:49:23 

30:41:56 

32:48:05 

33:56:27 

35:05:30 

36:27:18 

39:17:28 

41:26:00 

42:41:10 

DNF • 161km 

DNF - 148 km 

Left: 
A long climb 
lies ahead 

Right: 
Some 

running 
repairs 

Early days yet 

Phillip Murphy, Andrew Hewat and T im Turner 
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Kurruwa to Duranbah 50km 
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Report by Nathan Fawkes 

The fourth running of the Six Inch 
46km Trail Run saw a surge of in
terest with 20 runners toeing the 
start line. Despite complications 
with gaining official approval, the 
race went ahead "fat-ass" style. 
The timing of the race saw runners 
from Ireland, Canada, US and Swit
zerland in Perth visiting f amity and 
friends joining in the festivities. 

It was a perfect weather for run
ning, overcast and cool with a 24 
degree maximum. The race started 
with a run up Goldmine Hill, climb
ing about 220 metres in the first 
2km. Dave Kennedy set the early 
pace with a 1km split of 5:40 and 
then continuing on reaching half
way in 1:43. Craig Dufty was just 
10 seconds behind in second place. 
Dufty pulled away over the next 
12km �triying at the second drink 

Queenslander John NuttaU leads the pack 

station (35km) three minutes ahead 
of Dave. Craig held on over the fi
nal 11km and won in a new course 
record of 3:36:24. Dave was a fur
ther three minutes back finishing 
in 3:39:28 (also breaking the old 
course record). 

The race for third and fourth was 
another interesting battle. Craig 
Berg finished in 3:57:46 (a huge PB) 
less than three minutes in front 
of Nathan Fawkes who narrowly 
missed a sub four hour time, finish
ing in 4:00:34. 

Bernadette Benson was a compre
hensive winner in the female race 
finishing in 4:41.48, smashing the 
female course record by well over 
an hour, finishing fifth overall. Run
ners continued to come in over 
the next few hours despite a few 
"navigational miscalculations" and 
the food, champagne and company 

made for a beautiful afternoon in 
Dwellingup. Big thanks to Trent, 
Kate, Julie and Sal for helping out 
on the day with logistics and a big 
congrats to all the competitors on 
another great event. 

The chase pack 

\',;;, perf'ect weather fbr running, overcast and cool with a 24 degree maximum. 
The race started with a run up Goldmine Hill, climbing about 

220 metres In the first 2km" 
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rewell to Sydney's own 'Forrest Gump' 

City e,:,v<lril<I: 
w.ilkinq l�o/lnd 
AlartW/lddell 
{;s,1/�roct 50001\m 
acrosi.284 
Sydney suhurlrn 
durln9 tht hist 
ib; year:. !lf 1'1111< 
Ufa ,md Mqhtl 
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ilay�gf his 
· marr!w Hfo t(.l 
wlfo MarJori� 
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A woman chasing Yiannis ouros 
6 days race on track in Hallsberg / Sweden 

To Hallsberg! 
I am looking forward to run my third 
multi day race within four months. 
As it is a first-time-event and as I 
will have to do it without supporter, 
I try to get the most informations 
about the race. Pre-race communi
cation between me and race direc
tor Kaj Jensen is great via internet. 
He confirms to have a tent for me 
and sends the Swedish train ticket 
according to my flight. I hear that 
there will be a laundry service and 
that the aid station will be well 
equipped according to our needs. 
The tartan track is supposed to 
be free of water even after heavy 
rain. Complete night would last just 
two hours end of July in Southern 
Sweden . The more emails I get, 
the more I am looking forward to 
finally being a part of the event. 
The awful 6 days race in blistering 
heat of Antibes at Cote d'Azur just 
five weeks ago is almost forgotten. 

I arrive at Hallsberg after mid
night, 1 ½ days before race start. 
Kaj greets me and leads me to sta
dium and tent. It is placed suitably 
just Sm from the track and next to 
the future electronic lap control, 
also next to the future aid station. 
It is really big, I am able to move 
inside upright and it is enlight
ened by candles as I enter. I jump 
into the bed and sleep right away. 

The next day passes by quickly. 
It is filled with looking around, 
meetings, greetings, and setting 
up equipment. We are all allowed 
to use the kitchen near the sports 
halls and even to eat and drink of 
the stuff which already arrived to 
fill up the aid station from tomor
row onwards. Just for social reasons 
we decide to walk to nearby res
taurants for lunch and dinner. Two 
more competitors have come all the 
way frb.ri.i!Germany , Jutta Johring 
andP�i�t:°l,udden, who declare the 
rac� tq \part of their holidays in 
Swede 'am happy to meet again 
men lik¢(5len Turner from America 
�hd Kj;ll/pv,� Skoglund; we know 

By Martina Hausmann 

each other from "Across The Years" 
race of Phoenix/Arizona. The star 
of the race no doubt is the Greek 
legend Yiannis Kouros, showing up 
without registering beforehand. 

On race day morning, everybody 
tries to get as much sleep as still 
possible. It has begun to rain lightly 
meanwhile. When I step out the 
tent to join the compulsory pre race 
meeting, rain is really pouring down. 

I do not know whether I ever will 
get used to the Swedish electronic 
chip system. The big round thing, 
looking like a wheel, has to be put 
horizontally on top of the shoe! 
First day: Duel of great consequence 
between Glen Turner and Yiannis 
Kouros. 

At the moment we start, I forget 
about all sorrows. The marvel
lous Swedish tartan track indeed 
is free of water, while rain is still 
pouring down. My umbrella is good 
against the water from above. With 
it I do use the inner track jogging 
slowly, but I take care that it does 
not hang over my shoulder towards 
the next lane and that it does not 
bother anybody while passing by. 
Even Yiannis only rails once against 
me in loud voice. He is too much 
occupied with the chase of Glen. 
I am a bit amazed, as I awaited 
more sovereignity of both of them. 

Anyhow Glen soon gets stomach 
problems and Yiannis gets serious 
leg injury. After seven hours only, 
the whole chase is over. Glen is jog
ging, Yiannis is walking. He is walk
ing on the inner part of the first 
lane; he will be walking throughout 
the race never ever giving up this 
lane. 

I feel excellent throughout the first 
day. I need the umbrella less and 
less. Finally it makes even sense to 
change wet shoes. The baby pow
der, what I try here for the first time 
on my inlays, indeed helps against 
wet and wounded feet. On the oth-
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er hand, the race has just begun 9 
hours before. I have never been be
fore in Skandinavia and can hardly 
believe what I experience soon af
terwards: A night of complete dark
ness indeed is only for two hours 
here! That feels really good!! Before 
and afterwards I am jogging/walking 
through seemingly endless hours of 
dusk and dawn. These in-between
hours always create a special spir
itual or meditative mood inside me 
and I really enjoy it from my heart. 
After 24 hours I have collected 
156,8km. This is a quite good result 
for me. Herewith I have already ap
peared in the middle of the pack. 

Second day: runners, hedgehogs 
and earth-worms share the track. 

I am going to have my first big 
break. I am lying in my camping 
bed, caring for the needs of the 
body, changing clothes, breath
ing in breathing out relaxed. One 
hour later, I am on the track again. 

At that moment, Glen passes by. I 
catch up with his speed; I am cu
rious to discuss something special 
with him! Glen is world record hold
er of Extramiledurathon; therefore 
he needed to move for 103 hours 
without resting. That indeed would 
be a thing for me to beat. "Who 
sleeps is lost" is a famous quote of 
me! The more we discuss, the more 
I get excited, and we plan to work 
in a team of such an event in future. 
Time passes by quickly meanwhile, 
and we feel as if we move in same 
speed. Luckily, Glens stomach has 
calmed down. We now have ideal 
weather conditions for running: It 
is cool, a bit windy, a bit cloudy as 
well. 

Almost all runners still seem to be 
in great mood. Unfortunately Jutta 
and Peter already do suffer from 
leg and feet problems. Neverthe
less, they seem to move effortless, 
and they are always smiling or jok
ing when passing me. She will fi
nally collect more than 500km, he 



"But to tell the truth, I always try to do the very best out of 
every single minute of a race" 

will be glad about 10 marathons. 

Yiannis' injury seems to get worse 
and worse. He walks slowly and 
never stops yelling at his support
ers. But they take it with a smile. 

He is 20km to 30km ahead of me. 
This is still the lead on me he 
reached during the first seven hours 
of the race! He never ever takes a 
real break! Obviously he is able to 
recover within minutes when chang
ing shoes; every little bit is done for 
him by his supporters. I walk faster, 
but do stop every 6 hours for 30 to 
60 minutes after the changes of di
rection. Both methods are well-bal
anced! 

Meanwhile an exciting chase for 
place two is going on between the 
Swedish Christian Ritella and me. 
People tell me, that the guy is very 
dangerous, being young, speedy, 
successful in ultra-triathlons. He 
gets emails telling him about me be
ing that dangerous, walking almost 
nonstop every day same speed. We 
get not tired of guessing and joking 
who of us might be the most dan
gerous person. We have that much 
fun together! 

My midnight's break makes the short 
Skandinavian night even shorter. 
Between 1am and 4am I am alone 
on the track with Yiannis. Alone? 
More and more hedgehogs show 
up; they seem to enjoy walking 
around on tartan tracks. I admire 
the speed of these little short-leg
ged animals. But if it should ever 
happen they pass by me, I will go 
to sleep. Later Jutta makes it more 
difficult for me to find an excuse to 
sleep, pointing to the earthworms! 
I ask her, whether she means the 
few living or the many dead ones!! 
We are laughing that much about 
those nonsense, that I almost swal
low down a whole piece of delicious 
berrycake. This may become the 
first multi day race where I would 
not loose a pound! They have too 
many great things to eat and drink! 
I finish this funny day with 128km, 
so I got 285,2km in 48 hours. 

Third day: Will I overcome 400km 
within 72 hours for the first time? 

I disappear in my tent very satis
fied. I am curious whether I will be 
able to overcome 400km ... my best 
split result ever until now. By the 
way, the laundry service works ex
cellent. Every dirty cloth that I give 
away until late evening, arrives back 
clean in my tent until the following 
early morning. Unfortunately I am 
too lazy to arrange these clothes 
properly. Later I will turn almost 
mad with losing so much time by 
looking for the right clothes. I hope 
at least I have learned something 
for races still to come in future. 

It is a bit warmer today, but cloudy, 
so temperatures are still suitable. 
I hear a heat wave is announced 
for Sweden for the next days. So I 
have to put in as much kilometres 
today as I can. But to tell the truth, 
I always try to do the very best out 
of every single minute of a race! 

I have eaten up all my favourite 
berry cake. At the aid station, I ask 
the right woman. She is all smile, 
promising to bake more until next 
morning. Somehow it feels more 
and more troublesome to move for
ward. I know the best jokes and life
stories of almost all participants. 
The music program of my MP3 re
peats after every eight hours. Only 
at night I listen to my little radio, 
when there are no interruptions 
for advertisements. I try to find 
inspiration in nature environment. 
I think of all the energy in grass 
and flowers and imagine me being 
part of this nature. I better ignore 
the cries of joy of the nearby big 
swimmingpool. I desire too much to 
jump into the cool water. Anyhow 
I continue moving to my satisfac
tion owing to my mental strageties. 

In the evening Kaj informs everybody 
that this night would be really cold 
and that we should wear the warm
est clothes we have. Indeed the sky 
has completely cleared up. During 
my midnight break I put the train-
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ing suit over all the other clothes I 
wear. I then even do not sweat at 
all while moving around. Check
ing my 6-hours-splits I am happy to 
notice I can manage around 30kil
ometers steadily! Indeed, I reach 
406,5km at the end of day three! 

Fourth day: The woman 
who chases Yiannis Kouros 

I could be most happy. But one big 
problem is arising: Heat! The advan
tage of short Skandinavian nights 
turn to be a disadvantage. Noon 
rest in the tent? Impossible. I could 
as well bake myself in an oven. So 
I ask Kaj to get a mattress, that I 
could put in the shadow behind the 
tent. After half an hour the shadow 
has gone. Nearby nothing but sun. 
That should have been my first 
real sleep? Not at all. Back on the 
course I feel surprisingly refreshed. 
I move forward not too bad with 
5,5km/h, again trying to ignore the 
swimmingpool. The track is rather 
empty, most of us have found a cool 
place in the sportshall. The always 
yelling, always present Yiannis has 
his usual lead on me. Christians 
breaks get longer, so he inevitably 
falls behind me. Glen does stop 
more and more often and longer, 
every time he leaves the track he 
promises a speedy comeback, but 
then delays the promise. Jutta and 
Peter never dawdle. When they are 
there, they seem to fly around the 
track! My tent is the first to be in 
the sun in the morning, but also the 
first to step out of it in the evening! 
I already can use it again after the 
6pm change of direction! Finally I 
can refresh myself well. I find out 
my baby powder does not only work 
on wet and wounded, but also on 
overheated feet. When I get out at 
7pm temperature is at least a bit 
down. I am relieved. I have survived 
the first hot day on the track! But 
prognoses are awful. 

During my after-midnigh:;:�est 
sleep the first 30 minut!is>f the 
race. Soon afterwards i "g�t a new 
encouraging email. I reaci;lil/�m the 
woman who chases Yiannjs}Kourosf 



''They give me something blue . . .  I taste ve,y carefully . • .  I was Informed that Is was 
blue ber,y soup, the favourite drink of Swedish cross count,y skiers" 

Good idea. I want to enjoy a funny 
night. The Greek indeed seems to 
fear me. 

He is not more than 15 to 20 kil
ometers away from me any more. 
Hopefully no hedgehog will be 
hurt during our fierce chasel 

I hardly notice how hungry I am! 
Finally I order a soup. "What kind 
of soup do you want?" I did not ex
pect a whole choice of soups being 
available! "Anykind!" I answer sur
prised, wondering what I will get 
one or two laps later. They give me 
something blue. I never ever had a 
blue soup. "What's that?" - "Blu
barsup!" - "What bubble???" I taste 
very carefully, and than drink it all 
up. Christian later will inform me 
that I drank blue berry soup, the 
favourite drink of Swedish cross 
country skiers. At 6am a disappear 
in my tent, trying to recover a bit, 
before I have to stand the next hot 
day. My life on the track until 12am 
is getting incredible hard. I have to 
have a better noon rest than yester
day, and I ask Kaj what I could do. 
Anyhow I am able to cover 117,6km 
on day four; I have done 524,4km 
at all. 

Fifth day: I am bumping against a 
wall of heat! 

Spirits are high in the heat at noon, 
when the 12 hour runners have their 
start. They run on a bigger loop, us
ing the outside lane of the track for 
300m. But I hurry to take refuge. Kaj 
leads me to a small cool room close 
to the sporthalls. I bring along with 
me important things like my baby 
powder, sun-cream, fresh socks 
and alarm clock. I lay down sighing 
deeply. My relentless alarm clock 
will wake me up at 1pm. Unfortu
nately I will not need the thing at all. 
I am frightened! Someone comes in 
noisily to have a shower next door. 
When the person finally has gone, 
Christian comes in groaning terribly, 
looking for his mattress. Maybe it is 
nicely calm for one minute, before 
my alarm clock is ringing! Somehow 
I get up and on the track again. 

I am bumping against a wall of heat! 
The aid station offers tons of water 
melon and ice cream to counter-at
tack the heat. I drink beer without 
alcohol, mixed with isotonic drinks 
and crashed ice cubes. 

I get the impression someone is 
walking or even jumping on my 
head. Every normal multi day run
ner complaints about leg or foot 
problems. I do not have any ortho
paedic problems inspite of severe 
knee arthroses. But the headaches 
become unbearable. I have to visit 
the doctor. I get mild pain killers and 
the advice to have lots of isotonic 
drinks. I am getting just a bit better. 
I cannot stand fast power walking, 
but even through a relaxed walk I 
gain about 5km/h. While fighting 
my problems in the blistering heat, 
a camera team is approaching, ask
ing funny questions like this: " Are 
you tired? What kind of fatigue do 
you feel? Where do you feel it? Do 
you have fun?" Mmmmmpf. I think 
the only person who enjoys the sun 
is Kjell Damstedt. The 67 years old 
Swedish is running around like cra

zy, joking and laughing. But he does 
not like temperatures below 30C; 
at night he feels frozen! I instead 
await my 6pm rest from my heart. 

Something around is different to
day. A strange calmness hangs 
around the stadium. Even the spec
tators seem to be more quiet. Jutta 
jogs around without a laughter. The 
nearby swimmingpool is closed. 
That is really strange! But then I get 
the sad message: A little child got 
almost drowned on the bottom of 
the pool! It could be re-animated 
but its brain will be damaged for
ever. It was the son of a Norway, 
somehow involved in the race. I 
am frightened and even forget 
about my headaches for a while. 

After my short 6pm rest, I head on 
the track in no matter what direc
tion, brushing teeth. "What's that? 
So many runners facing me. Again 
a change of direction??" Kaj turns 
me around and it takes him one 
whole lap to explain me that I was 
walking in the wrong direction! Oh, 
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man! I really got too much of the 
heat! Once again the track appears 
that calm. Peacefully calm, this 
time. Right. Yiannis is not there! 

I find Yiannis lying in front of the 
caravan. 

It is midnight already and I still suf
fer from my headaches! Therefore 
I decide to rest for 1 ½ hours; this 
would be my longest stop of the 
whole event. I must get the heat of 
the day out of the body! If I don't 
do so - how could I survive more 
days in the sun? In my tent I manage 
to calm down. I sweat a lot. I can 
sleep some minutes. Afterwards I 
feel like freshly born. On the track 
again, Jutta is the first one I meet. 
"You are on the course inoppor
tunely? You are having a nightshift 
today?" Instead of answering what 
is evidently, she informs me about 
what was going on during my down 
time. "You should have seen Yian
nisl He worked around like crazy 
in full speed as soon as you have 
disappeared!" I watch the compu
ter to check the standings. He is 18 
kilometers ahead again! So he did 
6km/h?l In the moment I can hard
ly manage to pass by him. It takes 
some time until he slows down. 

So 
er 

we 
"funny" 

spend 
night 

anoth
together. 

I decide not to have any long 
break again. I reach 638km un
til noon. 113,6km for a day bat
tling the heat. My own German 
track record is still 106km away. 

Sixth 
cannot 

day: The 
reach 

woman who 
Yiannis Kouros 

I dream of even 7 50km, applaud the 
starting 24 hour runners and leave 
to have a short break. Kaj makes 
sure that nobody would disturb me 
this time. He even did ask Christian 
to move to another room. I feel 
terribly overheated again. Close to 
my cool room is a shower as is well 
known. Without thinking whether 
this may be a good idea or not, I do 
something what I have never done 
before: I am going to have a shower! 



"'At 6 am I disappear just ror some minutes. I then experience the magic flow of my 
life! I run and walk and move .•. wlthout effort"" 

An ice-cold shower for minutes! I en
joy every second of it. On my mat
tress I still sweat c) little bit and fi
nally sleep for another few minutes. 

It is not 1pm, and I am already on 
the track again. The fresh 24 hour 
runners revive the multi day arena 
with a wonderful smell and a lot 
of energy. They use the same loop 
that have used the 12 hour sprinters 
before. I enjoy watching their el
egant fast running. It makes me for
get about my own duck-like moving 
forward. We applaud each other, 
groups of fans are growing. I do not 
mind the heat any more; a miracle 
has happened! Is it because of the 
last-day-excitement? Or is mankind 
able to get really used to every
thing? Anyhow I am able to keep 
the body temperature down by eat
ing continuously icecream and wa
termelons, pouring down beer with 
isotonic stuff and crashed ice. The 
wonderful aid station even provides 
ice cubes for holding in the hand or 
putting under clothes wherever one 
wants. I wear a thick red cotton hat 
which I hold in ice cold water every 
half hour. Whenever I think I get 
tired I press the big wet brim towards 
the neck - and am far awake again! 
But fatigue is not a problem any 
more; the chase of my own record 
and of the Greek is too exciting! 

Nevertheless I am going to have a 
short stop at 6pm. Muscles get re
ally stiff after 6 hours of continu
ous moving, and feet are crying 
for some minutes of fresh air. I am 
already awaiting my last long dusk 
and dawn of the race and the short 
night in between. These periods now 
are more funny than ever because 
of the 24 hour runners. The track 
and its surroundings are crowded 
any time! Suddenly my foot hits 
something smooth. The hedgehogs! 
I have completely forgotten about 
then and have not taken care! I 
check the spot next lap. No hedge
hog seen any more. Thanks God, it 
seems to have well survived the col
lision with me. But I get frightened 
when I think of all runners/walkers 
who carry sandals meanwhile! The 

model of K-G Nystrom is particu
larly worn by some of us: A kind of 
plastic clogs with big holes on it. 
The electronic chip can be bent to 
those holes on it and then looks like 
a propeller. The model, in Sweden 
known as "Fallatoffel" could be 
hedgehogprickle-safe. For a short 
while, even Yiannis is seen with 
- normal - sandals. I better wear my 
running shoes; I have to have special 
inlays which does not fit into san
dals. My baby powder is still work
ing well against overheated feet. 
Temperature cools down not 
before 9pm today! Unbeliev
able. Yiannis is watching sorrow
ful me just disappearing for a 
while at midnight. Evidently he 
fears the worst case scenario. 

The other helper is calculating 
distances between us, face in de
spair. This inspires me to do even 
better. I feel fresh and awake, full 
of strength! It happens that Yiannis 
begins a .. . talk with me! We are 
discussing for quite a couple of laps! 

At 6 am I disappear just for some 
minutes. I then experience the 
magic flow of my life! I run and 
walk and move ... without effort. 

My new helper fills up my bottle, 
gives me to eat what I want, in
forms me about latest standings. 
I feel like a queen. He even helps 
me with my last change of shoes. 

Soon afterwards my helper looks 
at me somehow strange. He de
clares, he cannot help me any more 
because he would be too busy. 

In spite of being angry, I walk even 
faster, no, I am running! I am run
ning the run of my life! I swirl 
around with 6-7km/h, doubling 
Yiannis four to six times per hour! 
They tell me at 1 0am that I have 
passed my record. "I try to come 
close to 760km", I cry. Finally I 
move as if in a wonderful dream. My 
sudden fall away from the track and 
on the smooth grass brings me, for 
a short while, back to reality. Spec-
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tators applaud me more and more. 
They seem to be as excited as me! 
Towards the end, I move more and 
more completely like in a dream. 
I have no control over time and 
distance any more. My flow is still 
increasing! In the last minutes of 
the race Mr. sunman Kjell Damst
edt flies by! "I come with you!" I 
try to follow him ... but he is really 
that fast that I fall behind. Spec
tators are crying with excitement! 

The memorial minute 

The very last meters all walk to
gether hand in hand. I catch up with 
them. The last meters are dedicat
ed to the small Norway child who 
almost was drown in the pool just 
some meters from the track. 

Finale 

We hardly hear the final shot. We 
are hugging each other, laughing 
and weeping at the same time. 
Suddenly everything appears black 
around me! I manage to get out of 
the sun in time, lying down with 
the legs up on somewhat. Now I 
hear that I have covered 156,4km, 
more than ever before, and that 
Yiannis is just 2,4km ahead of me. 

More national records have been 
run: Christian Ritella, 3. place, did 
reach 701,6km for a new Swedish 
record. Tom Hendriks, 4. place, 
has done 652,4km for a Netherland 
record and Aku Kopakkala set a Finn
ish record with 565,2km. National 
age class records have been run 
by Yiannis Kouros and Glen Turner. 

Outlook 

There will be held shorter races up 
to 24 hours in Hallsberg next year. 
The next 6 day race is planned for 
2010 or 2011. After the successful 
first event, I really hope that until 
then the organizing team has well 
recovered and will find new energy 
to present a similar multi day race 
again. 



End of run, but he'd do it again 

WHEN 69-year-old Vlastik Skvaril's 
fit feet finally hit Byron Bay's bitu
men yesterday, it was a bittersweet 
end to what was one crazy adven
ture. 
The Burnie marathon runner had 
just run 5768km across inland Aus
tralia in 100 days. 
While it was high time for a breath
er, the grandfather of six was not 
quite ready for the journey to end. 
"I have got mixed feelings," he 
said. 
"I can't get too excited (about fin
ishing) because I enjoyed every bit. 
"I'll be happy to get home but on 
the other hand I would be happy to 
go back to the desert." 
Mr Skvaril left Australia's most west
erly point, Shark Bay, more than 
three months ago to raise money 
for CanTeen. 
While donations did not flow quite 
as thick and fast as he hoped -
about $18,000 - the run still proved 
an out-of-world experience. 
He averaged 57km a day and met 
hundreds of residents from dozens 

BY SARAH WEBB 

of towns. 
From those 
towns, Mr 
Skvaril found 
the reaction 
was always the 
same - "they 
seemed to be 
surprised when 
they learned I 
was 69". 
Mr Skvaril said 
while fitness 
played a part in 
.staying in such 
good shape, it 
was really the 
positive men
tality that kept 
him healthy. 

V/astik Skvar/1 at the end of his mighty run 

"That's probably what keeps you 
young. 

Byron Bay Primary School yesterday 
and $1600 was raised through a sau
sage sizzle. 
He had hoped to gain $50,000 for 
the charity, but with just over a 
week left before he hits Tasma
nia, Mr Skvaril fears they may fall 
short. 

"Instead of worrying (I am) happy 
with what I have got - I'm just hap
py with life." 
A tunnel of 600 students wearing 
CanTeen bandannas cheered Mr 
Skvaril through the last stretch at 

Deborah De Williams 
starts long run for breast 
cancer fundraiser 
A Tasmanian marathon runner has begun her quest to 
run around the country raising fund for breast cancer 
research. 

39-year-old Deborah DeWilliams, a breast cancer survi
vor, set off from Parliament Lawns in Hobart this morn
ing. 

Ms DeWilliams aims to become the first woman to run 
around Australia. 

She will be accompanied by her dog Maggie. 

She completed a fundraising Walk Around Australia in 
2003-04. 

The first leg of her record-breaking 20,000 kilometre 
attempt is a 36 kilometre stage from Hobart to Huon
ville. 

www.runningpink.com .au 
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THE ULTIMATE ULTRAMARATHON TRAINING PLAN 
You don't have to be crazy to run an ultramarathon. 

DO. NOT. BE. INTIMIDATED. If you 
have completed a marathon or two, 
you can--in 16 weeks--add an ultra
marathon to your running resume. 
Really. "In South Africa, 14,000 
runners each year enter the Com
rades Marathon, 54 challenging 
miles of big rolling hills, and each 
year about 85 percent of them fin
ish," says George Parrott, ultrarun
ning vet and director of training 
for the Buffalo Chips Running Club 
of Sacramento. "The moral here is 
that your expectations can get you 
to the finish line of an ultramara
thon, and that this kind of distance 
is not unworldly." Okay, but first, 
what exactly is an ultramarathon? 
Anything beyond the classic 26.2-
mile distance--races from increas
ingly popular 50-Ks to 100-milers 
to solo crossings of continents. For 
your first adventure on the far side 
of 26.2, we suggest that you look 
a bit beyond the 50-K--really just 
a stretched-out marathon--to 50 
miles, the first true, bragging-rights 
ultra. So find yourself a friendly 50-
miler, count back 16 weeks from 
race day, clip and post the following 
training plan--and get to it. 
Training for 50: A few things you 
should know 
You're not going to spend most of 
your waking hours running. That's 
because prepping for a 50-miler 
is much like marathon training, 
but with fewer and slower inter
vals, and somewhat longer (and 
slower) long runs spiced with walk
ing breaks. Our plan offers enough 
miles in the proper dosages to pre
pare you for your first 50, while 
leaving you with enough time and 
energy to have, like, an actual life. 

Ultra training is not about speed, 
or even distance, but rather time 
on your feet. Hence, the core el
ement in getting you ready is the 
long run "sandwich": back-to-back 
long, slowish runs on successive 
days (likely Saturday and Sunday) 
bookended by two days of total rest. 

When you start the 16-week 
schedule below, you must be at 

You just have to be ready. 
By Doug Rennie 

the point where you're running 
15 to 18 miles for your weekly 
or every-other-week long run. 

You'll be doing a bit of long, but 
not-so-fast interval work to boost 
muscle strength, stamina, and aero
bic capacity. This will also keep you 
from settling into a semi permanent 
slow slog that makes a 12-minute 
pace feel like a 100-meter dash. 

When it comes to running the long 
stuff, friends make for more fun. 
"Find training partners who have 
the same goal, so you can all en
courage each other and learn from 
each other's experiences as your 
training progresses," says Luis Alva
rez, who finished his first 50-miler 
last year to celebrate his 50th birth
day. "And if you have someone who 
has experienced the distance and is 
willing to train with you, so much 
the better." 

8 Rules of the road 

1) Stay flat 

Find as flat a 50 as you can, and 
as close to home as possible. Run
ning this far for the first time is 
tough enough without the added 
stress of steep hills and travel. 

2) Get familiar 

Train on the terrain you're go
ing to race on: trails, asphalt, 
or--as is common in many 50-
mile events--a mix of the two. 

3) Take breaks 

"Stopping briefly for walk breaks 
in both training and racing is the 
key to being able to move forward 
at all times," says Buffalo Chips 
ultrarunner Becky Johnson, who 
finished her first 50-miler in 2003. 

4) Pack a bag 

Most 50-mile events will drop 
your race bag near the 35-mile 
point (some also will make a drop 
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around 20 miles). Your drop bag(s) 
should include solid fuel (your fa
vorite energy bars, candy bars, 
or gels), sunscreen, long-sleeve 
T-shirt and/or nylon windbreaker, 
clean socks and an alternate pair 
of shoes, and Vaseline or skin lube. 

5) Start slowly, then back off 

Because when it comes to 50-milers, 
pacing errors no longer penalize just 
your finishing time, but the possibil
ity of finishing at all. "Start off a 
full 30 seconds-per-mile slower than 
your marathon pace," says Parrott. 

6) Eat, drink, and (try to) be mer
ry 

During the race, eat whatever 
worked for you during your train
ing runs: cookies, raisins, figs, 
crackers, pretzels, energy bars. 
Whatever. And drink continuously: 
eight ounces or so every 15 to 20 
minutes, including electrolyte
loaded sports drinks. Consider 
high-caffeine drinks such as Moun
tain Dew over the last 15 miles. 

7) Find a rhythm 

One popular run/walk pattern is to 
run 20 minutes, walk five minutes. Do 
this from the outset, or after you've 
run the first 15 or 20 miles, or what
ever pattern has worked best for 
you in your training. Some prefer a 
shorter mix of running five minutes, 
then walking one, believing that 
this is less stressful than the 20:5 
pattern. Note: Walk all uphills, even 
the small ones, and even if it means 
short-circuiting a run segment. 

8) Be prepared 

Just how much time is this thing go
ing to take you? To get a ballpark 
expectation, double your best mar
athon time and add two hours to 
get a realistic 50-mile time. So for 
example, a 3:30 marathoner could 
expect to run his or her first 50 in 
about nine hours. 



Schedule 

WeekM T w TH F s SU 

6-10 miles, including Easy 5-mile 7-9 miles, middle 3 3-hour run (or about 18 
Rest 4x1 mile at TMP jog at MP Rest 90-minute run miles) 

6-10 Miles, including Easy 5-mile 7-9 miles, middle 3 
2 Rest 4x1 mile at TMP jog at MP Rest 90-minute run 3-hour run 

6-10 miles, including Easy 5-mile 7-9 miles, middle 3 3.5-hour run (or about 20 
3 Rest 2x2 miles at HMP jog at MP (5:00) Rest 2-hour run miles) 

5-8 miles, including Easy 5-mile 6 miles, middle 2 
4 Rest 3x1 mile at TMP jog at MP Rest 1.5-hour run 2-hour run 

3. 5- to 4-hour 
9 miles, including Easy 5-mile 9 miles, middle 3 run (or about 

5 Rest 6x1 mile at TMP jog at MP Rest 20-24 miles) 3-hour run 

9 miles, including Easy 5-mile 9 miles, middle 3 3.5- to 4-hour 
6 Rest 6x1 mile at TMP jog at MP Rest run 3-hour run 

9 miles, including Easy 5-mile 9 miles, middle 3 3.5- to 4-hour 3-hour run, last hour at 
7 Rest 6x1 mile at HMP jog at MP Rest run MP 

9 miles, including Easy 5-mile 9 miles, middle 3 
8 Rest 3x2 miles at HMP jog at MP Rest 2-hour run 2.5-hour run 

9 miles, including Easy 5-mile 9 miles, middle 3 3.5-hour run, last hour at 
9 Rest 6x1 miles at TMP jog at MP Rest 4-hour run MP 

9 miles, including Easy 5-mile 9 miles, middle 3 3.5-hour run, last hour at 
10 Rest 6x1 miles at TMP jog at MP Rest 4-hour run MP 

9 miles, including Easy 5-mile 9 miles, middle 3 
11 Rest 3x2 miles at HMP jog at MP Rest 2.5-hour run 3-hour run 

9 miles, including Easy 5-mile 9 miles, middle 3 5-hour run (or about 27-29 
12 Rest 6x1 mile at TMP jog at MP Rest 4-hour run miles) 

9 miles, including Easy 5-mile 9 miles, middle 3 
13 Rest 6x1 mile at TMP jog at MP Rest 4-hour run 5-hour run 

9 miles, including Easy 5-mile 9 miles, middle 3 
14 Rest 4x1 mile at TMP jog at MP Rest 2-hour run 2-hour run 

7 miles, including Easy 5-mile 7 miles, middle 3 
15 Rest 3x1 mile at MP jog at MP Rest 1. 5-hour run Easy 1-hour jog 

Rest: 
Stay off 

6 miles, middle 3 at Easy 5-mile your 
16 Rest HMP jog Easy 3-mile jog feet 50-mile race Rest. (Duh.) 

Key:(MP) Marathon Pace: the pace/effort you can hold in a marathon 
(HMP) Half-Marathon Pace: the per-mile average of your best half-marathon 
(TMP) 10-Mile Pace: the per-mile pace of your fastest 10-miler 
Recovery for HMP/TMP: Jog slowly until you feel fresh enough to start the next repetition. 

Photos right: 
from next article 
- Interview 
with endurance 
expert Dr. Phillip 
Laffetone 
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An Interview with Endurance Expert 
r_ Philip affetone 

It was October 1993. I was standing 
on the side of Alii Drive watching 
the Hawaii lronman. Mark Allen, 
four-time champion of the event 
at the time, had just finished the 
112-mile bike and was beginning the 
marathon. As I watched him run by, 
five minutes behind the leader, I 
noticed his smooth cadence in the 
sweltering heat. Could he catch the 
athlete ahead of him? As the vet· 
eran chased his younger rival in the 
final hours of this grueling race, I 
knew the real race didn't begin un
til the run, Allen's strongest event. 
I also knew, despite being nearly a 
mile behind the younger athlete, 
Allen trained using what is now 
known as the Maffetone Method. 

The antithesis of the "no pain, no 
gain" training that emphasizes 
pushing your body to exhaustion, 
the Maffetone Method is a holis
tic, low-stress method of training. 
Created by Dr. Phil Maffetone this 
method trains the body to burn fat 
for fuel, giving the athlete the key 
to the vault that stores the body's 
energy reserves. It essentially 
teaches one to run slower, in order 
to run faster, longer. The principles 
behind the method are designed to 
maximize the aerobic system that 
is responsible for 99% of the en· 
ergy derived in endurance events. 

As the race wore on, the younger 
runner found himself struggling to 
hold his lead. His early poise slow
ly gave way to a grim reality. He 
was no longer the hunter, but the 
hunted. With every step, Allen's 
stride grew stronger, his confidence 
bolder. After some 125 combined 
miles, Mark Allen overtook his ri· 
val to win the race, setting a new 
course record. Allen went on to win 
an unprecedented six Hawaii Iron
man Championships using Dr. Phil 
Maffetone's training principles. 

Dr. Phil Maffetone is described as 
"one of the most sought-after en
durance coaches in the world." He 
entered the endurance sports scene 
in the late ?O's. In addition to work
ing with some of the world's top en-

durance athletes, Dr. Maffetone has 
written dozens of books and arti· 
cles on health, fitness and nutrition, 
including Complimentary Sports 
Medicine, Training for Endurance, 
The Maffetone Method, and In Fit

ness and In Health. I caught up with 
Dr. Maffetone this summer while he 
was traveling through Europe and 
giving lectures. 

Will: First thank you for doing this 
interview. It is a pleasure and a 
privilege to interview someone of 
your stature and to share your in· 
sights with my readers. I'd also like 
to say thank you for the contribu· 
tion you have made to the world of 
endurance training. 

Exactly how and when did you 
get started in the field of en· 
durance coaching and training? 

Dr. Phil: I've always been athletic, 
especially in track and field, starting 
in high school. When I first opened 
my office in 1977, I had gotten out 
of shape, so I started walking, then 
began jogging and soon was training 
for the NY City Marathon. I met a lot 
of local runners, and many started 
coming to see me for their injuries. I 
soon realized that most injuries were 
associated with various training and 
lifestyle imbalances. I applied exer
cise physiology, biofeedback, nutri
tion and various coaching methods 
in addressing the needs of athletes 
who had a full spectrum of injuries. 

A key feature of my practice from 
the start has always been looking at 
the big picture, the so-called holis· 
tic approach. If a runner had knee 
pain, there was a good chance the 
cause of the problem was not in the 
knee but elsewhere - and sometimes 
not just the foot (which was com· 
man), but factors such as nutrition 
or stress. Often, training was associ· 
ated not only with physical injuries, 
but fatigue and poor performance. 
So it became a necessity for me to 
consider more than the injured part, 
but to evaluate a runner's training 
log, diet, shoes, and whatever else 
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could affect health and fitness. As 
a result, I soon began implementing 
"coaching" as part of my practice. 

Will: One of your trademarks is the 
180 Formula, which is designed 
to develop the aerobic capacity of 
endurance athletes. How did you 
come to develop the 180 Formula? 

Dr. Phil: I started using heart rate 
monitors in the late 1970s, and all I 
had as a guide were the old 220 for
mulas. But training at these heart 
rates seemed to induce excessive 
stress after a very short period of 
time. I tried searching for the sci
entific rationale for these formu
las and realized there were none. 
So I began evaluating runners on 
a treadmill using slower paces, at· 
tempting to find a less-stressful and 
more effective training pace. I even
tually performed these tests with 
a gas analyzer (the athlete would 
breath through a tube so oxygen 
and carbon dioxide could be meas· 
ured), which gave me important in· 
formation on fat· and sugar burning 
at various heart rates (along with 
other factors such as VO2 max). 

I began using training heart rates 
based on the highest fat-burning 
levels before the shift to more sugar 
burning took place. These training 
intensities were much lower than 
the 220 formulas, much less stress· 
ful, and I saw much more rapid im· 
provements. For example, athletes 
could soon run faster at the same 
heart rate, and even burn more fat 
for energy (and not just while run
ning, but at all times). I soon real
ized a new formula would be very 
useful as most runners were not 
able to have an expensive treadmill 
evaluation, and the 220 formulas 
were unacceptable. By experi· 
menting with the math (I basically 
worked the numbers backwards), I 
was able to get a formula t.hi:lt cor· 
related extremely well wfth _what 
the treadmill tests wertS{proy'id· 
ing. This became the 1�Q§t2fmula. 

A heart monitor is a s,j ,¢ bio:/ 
feedback tool (the hardwafe.)( and 



''As you build the aerobic system, you should be able to run raster 
at the same heart rate, including the hills" 

the 180 Formula (the software) is 
what makes it useful. Biofeedback 
can help any athlete because it's a 
means of more objectively evaluat
ing progress (or lack of it), impend
ing injury and ill health, and other 
factors. (I've used biofeedback in 
many other ways throughout my 
career, including developing vari
ous biofeedback techniques such 
as those for muscles and the brain.) 

Will: Mark Allen, six time Hawaii 
lronman Champion, and Stu Mittle
man, elite ultra runner and world 
record setter, are two athletes 
you've written about and that used 
your training program to become 
world champions. Now they are 
coaching and, I assume, using your 
methods. Do you still collaborate 
with them or other former athletes 
that you coached and who are now 
coaching themselves? 

Dr. Phil: Yes, I have kept in touch 
with many of the athletes I've 
worked with, and some are coach
ing with programs based on my 
approach because it helped make 
them successful. Mark Allen is a 
great example. I started working 
with Mark around 1984, and he 
used my program in what I would 
describe as the perfect way. The in
tention of my program is not to give 
a pre-conceived, cookbook plan, but 
to help build a balanced body in an 
individualized way. For endurance 
athletes, developing the aerobic 
system is the foundation because it 
provides almost all the endurance 
energy for training and racing. It's 
also important to continually evalu
ate our endurance needs and make 
the appropriate changes to train
ing, racing, diet and lifestyle as we 
develop, and grow older so we can 
continually improve both health and 
fitness. As a doctor and coach, my 
job is to assist athletes in this en
deavor, and Mark Allen was particu
larly good at putting this founda
tion, c\(1:.9:iphilosophy, into practice. 
He ,l��rh�1d how his body worked, 
perfc, . ❖,·

\_ 
MAF Tests regularly, 

used eart monitor honestly, 
r his body's needs, etc. 

brought him success. 

Will: How strict should one be 
when running at or below MAHR 
(max aerobic heart rate)? For ex
ample, if I'm running below MAHR 
for an hour workout, and my 
heart rate creeps up and over my 
MAHR by five beats for 10 min
utes or so, is that really a big deal? 

Dr. Phil: It could be a very big 
deal, especially if it happens often 
enough. The problem is, you don't 
know how often is too much - you 
may not know it's a problem until 
you do your MAF Test and find out 
you've not made progress for the past 
month (the MAF Test measures how 
fast you can run at your MAHR). The 
real question is this: Are you train
ing at the proper max aerobic heart 
rate? If you are, you'll get maximum 
training and health benefits at that 
heart rate. As you go over that rate, 
those benefits can start to disap
pear, and worse, you can do harm. 
So why risk such rewards by running 
at a little higher heart rate? This 
is an important training discipline. 

Training at a heart rate higher than 
MAHR produces real stress. This re
sults in the production of stress hor
mones that could cause a number 
of physical and chemical (and even 
mental/emotional) problems - from 
mechanical imbalances and blood 
sugar stresses to reduced fat burn
ing. These are also the foundations 
of overtraining which is associated 
with performance breakdowns, 
poor physical health, depression 
and other problems (I have a de
tailed article on my website called 
The Overtraining Syndrome). 
A very common mistake is training at 
a heart rate too high - and for some 
runners, even two or three beats too 
high can have serious consequences. 
So when using the 180 Formula, be 
honest. When in doubt, use a low
er number as this won't cause any 
problems, and the loss of possible 
aerobic benefits will be insignificant. 

Will: Running ultras is usually syn
onymous with running hills, of
ten long hills. Many runners pow
er walk these hills, which keeps 
their heart rate down. Yet many 
elite runners do intervals on hills 
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that are 3 or 4 miles long, run
ning for up to 20 or 30 minutes at 
anaerobic threshold. Can this kind 
of training fit into your program? 

Dr. Phil: Yes, anaerobic training can 
be very helpful. But whether it's 
hills at higher heart rates, track in
tervals, or weight training (which is 
always anaerobic regardless of your 
heart rate), incorporating anaero
bic training before fully develop
ing your aerobic system can be a 
problem. Consider that in an ultra 
distance event, 99% of your energy 
comes from the aerobic system, and 
only 1% from the anaerobic system. 
So the more well developed your 
aerobic system, the more your body 
is equipped to race long distances. 
This is the foundation of training 
that Mark Allen and other great 
endurance athletes developed. 

Only after you build a great aero
bic system should you add anaero
bic training, if at all. The MAF 
Test - which measures how fast 
you run at your MAHR - is the best 
guide that helps determine when 
you've accomplished this task. As 
you build the aerobic system, you 
should be able to run faster at 
the same heart rate, including the 
hills. For example, if initially you 
can't run up a hill without going 
over your max aerobic heart rate, 
eventually you'll be able to accom
plish this as your aerobic system 
develops. You'll also race faster 
- having done no anaerobic training. 

Adding anaerobic training to your 
schedule may improve your pace 
further, but you risk overtraining; 
it's a fine line for many athletes. 
Three other important features 
of anaerobic training: 1) it won't 
take much to benefit from it, 2) 
you will need more rest/recovery 
from it, and 3) if you perform too 
much of it, the aerobic system can 
quickly deteriorate. To be safe and 
still obtain benefits, I often sug
gest only three or four weeks of 
anaerobic training to get maximum 
anaerobic effects, and for many 
ultra runners, just a single, longer 
workout once a week. Consider a 



"The body Is quite capable, physiologically, or covering much more distance 
(and time) than It does during normal training" 

10 or 15K race as a very effective 
way to get an anaerobic workout. 

So if you're going to add anaerobic 
training, proceed carefully and only 
after allowing your aerobic system 
to become well developed, and per
form a good aerobic warm up and 
cool down around it. Be sure to mon
itor your MAF Test every two weeks 
or so during this period, and if you 
start running slower at your MAHR 
stop anaerobic training immediately. 
Most importantly, anaerobic train
ing is a significant stress, as I dis
cussed earlier. The average person 
who has a full time job, a family 
and other things to do in life often 
has little room for another stress. 

Will: Running a 100-mile race places 
a different kind of stress on a runner 
compared to a marathon or even a 50 
mile race. Depending on the course 
and the level of the athlete, one can 
expect to be on their feet for up to 
20, even 30 hours or more. Should 
one use a lower heart rate range 
when training for a 100-mile race 
as compared to training for shorter 
events like 1 0ks or the marathon? 

Dr. Phil: Many athletes enjoy train
ing at heart rates below their max 
aerobic level, so I think this idea is 
fine. But it's not necessary to train 
slower. Running 'wear and tear' 
is essentially the same at a 140 
heart rate, for example, wheth
er your pace is 12:30 or 9:30 per 
mile. (Perceived exertion, however, 
is different at these two paces.) 

For most runners, training at max 
aerobic heart rate during all runs 
(except the warm up and cool down) 
is most efficient to build the aero
bic system, including a high level of 
fat burning and aerobic speed. Ide
ally, training should incorporate the 
full range of aerobic muscle fiber? 
- from those that move us very slow 
to our fastest aerobic pace that.does 
not exceed max aerobic heart rate. 
This is easily accomplished when a 
proper warm up, which begins very 
slow, and cool down, is a part of all 
training runs. 
In addition, and since the ultra races 

can be very long, training the body 
to endure being on your feet is also 
important. For this I prefer walk
ing, which can be a very important 
part of building the aerobic system. 
It also incorporates additional very 
slow moving aerobic muscle fibers 
not usually trained when running 
slow. I even had Mark Allen walk 
during certain phases of training for 
the lronman races. 
Incorporating walking into your 
schedule is easy. For example, you 
can perform a long walk as part of a 
warm up, then slowly increase your 
pace to run at MAHR, finally slowing 
down to finish with another long
walk cool down. Depending on the 
event you're training for, your level 
of fitness and time, you might make 
this a long weekend workout with 
a two-hour warm up walk (getting 
faster as your go), then a two-hour 
run followed by a two-hour cool 
down (getting slower at the end). 
Add or subtract time based on your 
particular needs. 

For most runners, I don't believe 
it's necessary to cover the race dis
tance, or even the estimated time 
of the race, during training. The 
body is quite capable, physiologi
cally, of covering much more dis
tance (and time) than it does during 
normal training. 

Will: I've been reading some of my 
fellow bloggers who are using the 
180 Formula in training, but are rac
ing marathon distances (or less) at 
a much higher heart rate, in some 
cases 20 or more bpm higher than 
their MAHR. They seem to be get
ting positive results. Should one 
expect to have a higher "racing" 
heart rate than "training" heart 
rate at marathon distances or short
er? What about for longer distances, 
such as a 50 or a 100 mile runs? 

Dr. Phil: When you're in races of 
marathon distance and less, you 
normally run harder than a training 
run - it's an anaerobic event. So your 
heart rate should be much higher 
in this type of race than a training 
run. The longer the race, the less 
difference between the training and 
racing heart rate. In events of 50 or 
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100 miles, this may not be the case 
as your race pace may be similar to 
your training pace. 

Will: One of the biggest challenges 
in a 50 or 100 mile race vs. the mar
athon is the need to consume calo
ries throughout the entire event to 
sustain energy. This is often diffi
cult because the stomach doesn't 
always cooperate. What advice can 
you give to athletes regarding nutri
tional needs in races lasting up to• 
24 hours? 

Dr. Phil: my advice is generally the 
same for any endurance athlete 
needing to consume calories dur
ing a race: find out what works for 
you. This involves experimenting 
during training (not racing). I can 
make some basic suggestions. The 
first is water - you'll usually finish 
the race dehydrated, so drinking 
small amounts of water throughout 
the race, and often, is important. 
Carbohydrate liquids can provide 
both nutrient (carbs) and water. 
These carbs actually help maintain 
our fat-burning process. I prefer 
monosaccharide carb liquids be
cause they don't require digestion 
(which uses energy), so there's no 
stomach bloating or gas from undi
gested carbs, and you can absorb 
the sugar much easier. These liq
uids include fruit juice (I don't rec
ommend citrus) diluted with water, 
and honey diluted with water. Veg
etable juices work well too, but I've 
known only a few athletes who used 
them. (I also like adding sodium 
chloride to this type of drink.) 

Solid carbohydrate foods are impor
tant too, but use those that are easy 
to digest. The best are ripe fruits. 
While they are in a monosaccharide 
form and don't need digestion to 
get the sugar available for energy, 
they do need to be well chewed. 

I don't recommend grain,s, (flour 
products like breads), pot�t�es .. and 
most sports drinks b�c: Se; 'fhey 
contain carbohydrates· d 'to
gether that must be diges .•.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.•.·· efore 
they can be absorbed. F9fi�jamplt:!/ 
white sugar (sucrose), ,malfo� sug� 



"The brain's alpha waves In particular can dramatically reduce stress 
hormones al/owing the body to recover and adapt better. 

listening to music can slgnlflcantly Increase alpha waves." 

ar products (including maple sugar 
products) and other commonly used 
carb sources contain two sugars 
bound together that require diges
tion. Grains and potatoes are made 
up of three sugars bound together 
(called starch) that require even 
more digestion. Carbohydrate diges
tion begins in the mouth and most 
athletes don't chew sufficiently for 
this phase of digestion (especially 
liquids). During a race (and even 
training) digestion is normally very 
inefficient, so give your gut some
thing easy to deal with. Creating 
digestive stress commonly causes 
intestinal upset - gas, bloating, and 
even diarrhea. And, you may not 
get the full load of nutrients from 
your foods. 

But there's another issue just as 
important. The whole idea behind 
building the aerobic system is to 
burn more body fat for energy. You'll 
also burn more fat during a race, 
providing a significant amount of 
your energy needs. This makes the 
supplemental nutrition part - eating 
during a race - a lot easier because 
you won't need as much. Supple
mental carbohydrates are important 
during and immediately after rac
ing, and very long training sessions, 
but not before you train and race. 

Will: Your book Training for Endur
ance discusses the "chemical injury" 
which describes the impact stress 
can have on athletes. For those of 
us who work full time, have a fam
ily, and try to squeeze in training 
and racing, how critical is stress if 
we are also seeking to improve our 
performance? 

Dr. Phil: In the truest definition, 
stress may be our biggest problem 
in sports; it's usually the factor that 
limits an athlete's potential. So the 
more you can moderate stress, the 
better you'll train and perform, and 
the heaJt�ier you will be. Stress 
can ;b.e)pbysical (e.g., bad running 
shoes)) '�!1)lical (e.g., poor diet) 
and m \/emotional. Pick each 
.catego .. d do a self-assessment: 
rna.�y·s/ l$�.� can be eliminated by 

making simple changes, which then 
allows the body to better deal with 
those you can't change. 

Those who combine busy lives and 
try squeezing in training and rac
ing can induce significant stress if 
not careful. This is another reason 
why staying strictly aerobic during 
all training is a good recommen
dation for most athletes. In addi
tion, reduced training volume can 
sometimes reduce stress so much 
that you end up healthier and rac
ing better. Continual and honest 
self-assessment is the best place to 
start. 

Will: Are there any methods that 
you can recommend to athletes that 
can help them deal with stress? 

Dr. Phil: In addition to eliminat
ing the unnecessary stress from 
your life, improving brain function 
not only allows the body to bet
ter adapt to stress, but it can help 
training and racing. I've incorpo
rated many types of biofeedback 
during my career, including EEG 
(electroencephalograph), which 
measures brain waves. The brain's 
alpha waves in particular can dra
matically reduce stress hormones 
allowing the body to recover and 
adapt better. Listening to music can 
significantly increase alpha waves. 

My approach has always been to 
teach athletes how to do things on 
their own, and regarding this ques
tion, I developed a way to do a form 
of biofeedback that helps reduce 
stress easily and without equip
ment. I call it Respiratory Biofeed
back, and on my website there's a 
short article called The 5-Minute 
Power Break which describes this 
very simple technique. In a 5-minute 
session you perform on your own, a 
lot of great brain function can be 
established which will help reduce 
the harmful effects of stress. 

Will: I've noticed on your website 
that you are very passionate about 
music. What are some of your fa-
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vorite types of music? Who are some 
of your favorite artists? 
Dr. Phil: About six years ago, I woke 
up and realized I needed to learn 
music because I had so many orig
inal songs in my head that had to 
come out. So I dropped everything 
and became a songwriter. Along the 
way I realized the music I was writ
ing (like other music) had profound 
effects on the brain. Today, I in
clude music performances in many 
of my lectures, play out regularly 
and have just recorded my second 
album (with more than 200 songs 
written). I first learned about music 
therapy in the mid-1970s, but being 
a part of the process as a songwrit
er has been quite fascinating. 

I like almost all music, and I write 
what would be called folk-rock, al
though I've written a lot of rock, 
country and other styles. 

In recent years, traveling with the 
Red Hot Chili Peppers as their doc
tor allowed me to learn a lot of mu
sic theory, and meet a lot of great 
musicians, many of whom I've listen 
to for years. With my songwriting, I 
work with producer Rick Rubin, and 
spending time in LA has brought me 
to many studios to see other music 
greats. I also worked with Johnny 
Cash in Nashville, which was a pro
found experience. 

My favorite artists are many, start
ing with the Beatles and Bob Dylan. 
Others include Joni Mitchell, Neil 
Young, Mozart, James Taylor and 
many others. Also, discovering great 
but little-known singer-songwriters is 
a continually wonderful experience. 

Will: What inspires you? 

Dr. Phil: Things that get me ex
cited. These include music (listen
ing, writing and playing for others), 
learning (I still read the medi
cal/scientific journals regularly), 
continually building my health and 
fitness, lecturing and teaching 
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6 DAY TRACK RANKINGS - FEMALE 

McConnell Georgina NSW 738.903 Campbelltown, NSW 24-Nov-90 47 

Parris Dawn VIC 696.400 Colac, VIC 26-Nov-00 47 

Foley Wanda NSW 659.595 Campbelltown, NSW 25-Nov-89 43 

Barnett Sarah VIC 572.677 Colac, VIC 26-Nov-05 

Gladwell Lucille NSW 571.571 Campbelltown, NSW 24-Nov-90 

De Williams Deborah VIC 448.170 Colac, VIC 27-Nov-04 35 

Buckland Isobel NSW 424.400 Colac, VIC 21-Nov-99 
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Photos below from Coast to Kosciusko 
Left: the field of starters; right: the happy group of finishers. 
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